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Map of Strikes

Summary
On the evening of August 29, 2012, five men gathered in a
grove of date palms behind the local
mosque in Khashamir, a village in
southeast Yemen. Moments later, US remotely piloted aircraft,
commonly known as
drones, launched three Hellfire missiles at the group.
The strike killed four of the men instantly, hurling their
body parts across the grounds. The blast of a
fourth missile hit the fifth man
as he crawled away, pinning him lifeless to a wall.
Yemen’s Defense Ministry described three of the men as
members of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP), the Yemen-based armed
group that has been fighting the Yemeni government,
and which the United States
calls the most active affiliate of Al-Qaeda. The men were killed, it said,
while “meeting their fellows.”
But the two “fellows” they were meeting had no known
links to AQAP. Rather, they were respected
members of their community, Salim
bin Ali Jaber, a cleric and father of seven, had long preached
against
AQAP’s violent methods. The other was the cleric’s cousin Walid bin
Ali Jaber, one of the
village’s few police officers. Relatives said the
three alleged AQAP members demanded a meeting with
the cleric because the
previous Friday he had made a particularly strong denunciation of AQAP at the
local mosque. Walid Jaber had joined the meeting as a security measure.
The strike in Khashamir is one of six unacknowledged US military
attacks against alleged AQAP
members in Yemen that this report examines. Each
of the airstrikes bears the hallmarks of a so-called
targeted killing, the
deliberate killing by a government of a known individual under color of law.
Two these attacks were in clear violation of international
humanitarian law—the laws of war—because
they struck only civilians
or used indiscriminate weapons. The other four cases may have violated the
laws
of war because the individual attacked was not a lawful military target or the
attack caused
disproportionate civilian harm, determinations that require
further investigation. In several of these
cases the US also did not take all
feasible precautions to minimize harm to civilians, as the laws of war
require.
Some of those targeted by US forces as terrorist suspects
may not in fact have been valid military
targets. Where the laws of war apply, combatants may lawfully be attacked. Persons
who accompany
or support an organized armed group, but whose activities are not
directly related to military
operations, such as engaging in recruiting or
propaganda, are not lawful military targets.
Where the United States acts as a party to the armed
conflict between the Yemeni government and
AQAP, US military actions fall
within the laws of war. Should the fighting between the US and AQAP
not meet
the threshold for an armed conflict, any attacks carried out independently of
the YemenAQAP conflict, including some or all of the attacks detailed here,
would fall under international human
rights law. Human rights law only permits
the use of lethal force where there is an imminent threat to

human life.
Beyond international legal considerations, the evidence
strongly suggests that the strikes did not
adhere to policies for targeted
killings that US President Barack Obama disclosed in a speech in May
2013.
These policies, which more closely reflect a law-enforcement
model than a war model, provide that the
United States will conduct strikes
only against individuals who pose an “imminent threat to the
American
people”; when there is a “near-certainty that no civilians will be
killed or injured” and when
the target is present. President Obama also said
the United States “does not take strikes when we
have the ability to
capture individual terrorists; our preference is always to detain, interrogate,
and
prosecute.” While the attacks detailed in this report predate
Obama’s speech, the White House said on
the day he disclosed the policies
that they were “either already in place or will be transitioned into
place over time.”
The Yemeni government has conceded that two
of the six attacks described in this report resulted in
deaths and injuries to
civilians. It has made payments to families of some of the civilians killed but
has
failed to adequately compensate many others. The US government has not
publicly acknowledged
involvement in any of the six attacks, and while
US officials say they work with local authorities to
provide “condolence
payments” to civilian victims, we are not aware of any evidence that it
has done
so in Yemen. Regardless of the lawfulness of specific attacks, the
deaths of numerous civilians and the
lack of compensation to most families has fueled
public anger and frustration in Yemen against the
United States, doubtless to
the benefit of AQAP.
“We Yemenis are the ones who pay the price of the ‘war
on terror,’” said Faisal bin Ali Jaber, a relative
of the cleric
and policeman killed in Khashamir. “We are caught between a drone on one
side and AlQaeda on the other.”
Targeted Killings
The US Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC), which is a
semi-covert arm of the military, and
the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) are
estimated by research groups to have carried out 81
targeted killing operations
in Yemen: one in 2002 and the rest since 2009. The strikes by drones,
warplanes
or cruise missiles by various counts have killed at least 473 combatants and civilians.
The
United States has also carried out hundreds of targeted killing operations,
primarily by drones, in
Pakistan and a small number of such strikes in Somalia.
After many years of neither confirming nor denying such
strikes, President Obama and other top US
officials began publicly acknowledging
the targeted killings program in 2010. However, citing national
security
concerns, the administration has provided only the barest information about
individual
strikes. For example, US authorities have not revealed the number of
strikes, the number of civilians
and alleged combatants killed or wounded, or,
with a few exceptions, the target of the strikes.

Moreover, the administration’s
legal rationale for such killings, outlined in various speeches and “fact
sheets” by the government in the past two years, has been inadequate.
Yemeni President Abdu Rabu Mansour Hadi has publicly praised
the US drone campaign in Yemen,
but his government has been almost as silent as
the United States on details.
Case Studies
Human Rights Watch investigated the six strikes during two
trips to Yemen in 2012 and 2013. These
attacks, one from 2009 and the rest from
2012-13, killed 82 people, at least 57 of them civilians. At
least four of the
strikes were carried out by drones, a fifth strike by either drones or
warplanes, and a
sixth one by cruise missiles releasing cluster munitions, indiscriminate
weapons that pose
unacceptable dangers to civilians.
This report assesses whether these attacks comply with the
laws of war. It also considers them with
respect to the guidelines that President
Obama disclosed in May 2013 for targeted killings. Those
guidelines seem
reflective of international human rights law, which prohibits the use of lethal
force in
law enforcement situations except when absolutely necessary to protect
human life.
In addition to the attack in
Khashamir, this report details the following strikes:
Wessab,
April 17, 2013: Two drones launched at least three Hellfire missiles at
a car in Wessab, a
township in Dhamar province in central Yemen. The missiles
killed a suspected local AQAP leader,
Hamid al-Radmi, as well as his driver and
two bodyguards. The strike appears not to have complied
with the Obama
administration guidelines because it appears that al-Radmi could have been
captured
rather than killed. Al-Radmi was one of the most visible figures in
Wessab, traveling openly to mediate
disputes among residents, and meeting regularly
with security and political officials. While linked to
AQAP, it is not evident
that he played a role in military operations that would have made him a valid
military target.
Al-Masnaah,
January 23, 2013: One or more Hellfire missiles launched from a drone
killed all four
people in a truck in the village of al-Masnaah as they traveled
to nearby Sanhan, a town about 20
kilometers southeast of Sanaa, the capital.
Two passengers were suspected AQAP members. The two
others, the driver and his
cousin, were civilians hired by the AQAP suspects to drive them to Sanhan.
Depending
on the military importance of the two targeted AQAP members, under the laws of
war the
strike may have caused disproportionate harm to civilians. Yemen’s
Minister of Interior exonerated
the two cousins of any ties to the targets in a
letter to the families, but relatives said neither the
Yemeni nor the US
government provided the families any compensation.
Beit
al-Ahmar, November 7, 2012: A drone strike killed Lt. Col. Adnan
al-Qadhi, an officer in an
elite Yemeni army unit who was a suspected
local AQAP leader, in Beit al-Ahmar, a military town 15
kilometers from
Sanaa. The strike also killed one of his bodyguards. Inconsistent with the
Obama
administration guidelines, the evidence suggests that Al-Qadhi could
have been captured rather than
killed. Nor is it clear that he played a
military operational role for AQAP. In April 2013, AQAP issued a

video in
which an 8-year-old boy, held with his father, a soldier,
“confessed” that military officers
instructed him to plant a
tracking device on al-Qadhi.
Sarar,
September 2, 2012: As two drones flew overhead, two warplanes or
drones attacked a
vehicle heading north from the city of Radaa in central
Yemen. The strike in the hamet of Sarar killed
12 passengers, including 3
children and a pregnant woman, in violation of the laws-of-war prohibition
against attacks that do not discriminate between civilians and combatants.
The driver and a 13th
passenger survived. The strike’s apparent
target, tribal leader Abd al-Raouf al-Dahab, was not in the
vehicle, and
it is not clear that he was even a member of AQAP. The Yemeni government
admitted the
attack was a mistake but for months provided the
victims’ families only limited compensation: 100
Kalashnikov assault
rifles and cash for burial costs. Only in June 2013, after Human Rights
Watch and
other groups raised the case with the United States, did the
Yemeni authorities compensate the
families for the deaths.
Al-Majalah,
December 17, 2009: As many as five US Navy Tomahawk cruise missiles
armed with
cluster munitions struck the hamlet of al-Majalah in southern
Abyan province. Yemeni government
officials described the attack as a
Yemeni airstrike that killed 34 “terrorists” at a training
camp.
According to a Yemeni government inquiry, the strike actually killed
14 suspected AQAP fighters,
including the apparent primary target, Muhammad
al-Kazami, but also at least 41 local civilians living
in a Bedouin camp,
including 9 women and 21 children. Subsequently, cluster munition remnants
killed
at least 4 additional civilians and wounded 13 others. This attack may more properly be viewed as a
violation of international human rights law. However, even within a
laws-of-war analysis, the attack
used indiscriminate cluster munitions,
and caused indiscriminate and possibly disproportionate civilian
casualties. The families have not received any compensation for the deaths
or injuries.
US and Yemeni officials did not respond to written questions
from Human Rights Watch on the six
cases and on targeted killings policies. A
Yemeni government official with knowledge of the strikes,
who spoke to Human
Rights Watch on condition of anonymity, acknowledged that in some cases, the
targets’
status with AQAP fall into a gray area:
It is not clear in some cases whether they are actually
military commanders or operators of
attacks. But they recruit openly, openly. .
. Striking is not the most ethical position [in some
of these cases]. But if
you don’t strike them, will they recruit more? That is the debate.
The official said that the Yemeni government has virtually
no control over much of Yemen, and
therefore is “too weak” to
capture many suspects: “Our security apparatus is in shambles. . . . So
what
do you do? The easiest option is, you take them out.”
International Law and US Policy
The legality of a “targeted killing” under
international law may depend on whether the attack was
conducted during an
armed conflict or during law enforcement operations. International humanitarian
law, the laws of war, apply during armed conflicts between states or between a
state and a non-state
armed group. International human rights law applies at
all times, except where superseded by specific

laws of war.
The laws of war permit attacks only on enemy combatants and
other military objectives. Combatants
include members of armed groups taking a
direct part in hostilities, but not those who play a purely
non-military role. Civilians
and civilian objects are protected from attack. Not all attacks that cause
civilian deaths or injuries violate the laws of war—only those that
target civilians, do not discriminate
between civilians and combatants, or
cause civilian
loss that is excessive compared to the anticipated
military gain. Parties to a conflict must take
all feasible steps to minimize civilian harm, including by
not deploying in
densely populated areas. States have an obligation to investigate serious
violations of
the laws of war and prosecute those found responsible.
During situations of law enforcement, in which international
human rights law applies, lethal force may
only be used as a last resort where
there is an imminent risk to human life. The standards set out by
the Obama
administration for targeted attacks appear to reflect this law enforcement
approach,
requiring that the target pose an imminent risk to the United States,
cannot reasonably be captured,
and can be attacked without putting civilians at
risk. However, the administration has not said that it
was adopting an approach
consistent with human rights law.
The use of drones does not directly affect the legal
analysis of a particular attack. These remotely
piloted vehicles and the
missiles and laser-guided bombs they carry are not illegal. When used
appropriately,
drones’ enhanced surveillance capabilities can help minimize civilian
casualties in
combat operations. But as with other aerial attacks, drone
operations may be hampered by poor
intelligence or a failure to minimize the
risk of civilian harm.
Even if some of the attacks described in this report do not
violate the laws of war, they appear to fall
short of the thresholds set by the
Obama administration for carrying out targeted killings. Attacks
that do not
meet the US policy guidelines would contravene law enforcement standards under
international human rights law.
The applicability of a war model to US operations against
Al-Qaeda has increasingly been called into
question. Hostilities between a
state and a non-state armed group are considered to be an armed
conflict when
violence reaches a significant threshold and the armed group has the capacity and
organization to abide by the laws of war. Hostilities between AQAP and the
Yemeni government have
risen to the level of an armed conflict in recent years.
That is less clear with respect to hostilities
between AQAP and the US
government. This distinction is legally important because the United
States
asserts it is
carrying out operations against Al-Qaeda and
“associated forces” to protect US interests and not
because it is a
party to the Yemen-AQAP conflict.
Under that rationale, the US government should be applying a
war model to its counterterrorism
operations in Yemen only if there is a
genuine armed conflict between the US and AQAP. Otherwise

the United States
needs to be acting in accordance with the higher threshold for the use of force
under
applicable law enforcement standards found in international human rights
law.
Al-Qaeda and other non-state
armed groups that the United States considers to be “associated”
forces, such as AQAP, continue to threaten US interests, but President Obama has long disavowed the
paradigm of a
“global war on terror.” The sporadic nature and smaller scale of
any successful
operations against US targets by these groups in the 12 years
since the attacks of September 11, 2001,
further diminishes the relevance of
this model.
Should the United States continue targeted killings in Yemen
without addressing the consequences of
killing civilians and taking
responsibility for unlawful deaths, it risks further angering many Yemenis
and
handing another recruiting card to AQAP. In response to these killings, AQAP
has issued
statements accusing the United States of fighting a war not just
against Al-Qaeda but against all
Muslims. Residents have set up roadblocks and
held demonstrations in which they chant anti-US
slogans. Yemen’s National
Dialogue Conference, tasked with drafting the country’s new political and
constitutional roadmap, has called for criminal penalties under domestic law for
any targeted killings
that violate international law.
In Khashamir, every man, woman, and child has seen the
photos of Salim and Walid Jaber, the cleric
and policeman, after they were
struck by drone-launched missiles. The images show the men’s bodies
charred and in pieces—relatives said they identified Salim Jaber by his
cheekbone, and Walid Jaber by
the remains of his handgun and his ornate belt.
“Now when villagers see these images,” said a
relative, Faisal Jaber, “they think of America.”

Key Recommendations
The governments of the United States and Yemen should
immediately take measures to reduce
civilian casualties from targeted killings
in Yemen and to ensure these strikes comply with
international law.
To the Obama Administration
Explain the full legal basis on which the US
carries out targeted killings, including the attacks detailed
in this report. Publicly
clarify all policy guidelines for targeted killings and disclose when each
standard
went into effect.
To the Governments of the United States and Yemen
Ensure that all targeted killings conducted
during armed conflict situations accord with the laws of
war, including by
taking all feasible precautions to minimize harm to civilians. Outside of armed
conflict situations, use lethal force only when absolutely necessary to protect
human life in accordance
with international human rights law.
Implement a system of prompt and meaningful
compensation for civilian loss of life, injury, and
property damage from
unlawful attacks. To address the backlash from civilian deaths, institute a
system of condolence payments for losses in which there is no assumption of liability.
Conduct prompt, thorough, and impartial
investigations into the cases in this report and other cases
where targeted
strikes may have resulted in unlawful killings. Make public the findings and
seek
disciplinary measures or criminal prosecutions as appropriate.

Methodology
This report is based on six weeks of field research carried
out by Human Rights Watch in Yemen
between September 2012 and June 2013. The
report details six US airstrikes in Yemen that killed 82
people, at least 57 of
them civilians. One strike was in 2009 and the rest were in 2012-13.
A Human Rights Watch researcher and two consultants
interviewed more than 90 people for this
report, most in the Yemeni cities of
Sanaa, Aden, and Radaa, and the town of Wessab, as well as in
person in the
United States, electronically, and by phone. Interviewees included witnesses to
airstrikes, relatives of those killed, lawyers, human rights defenders,
journalists, political and security
analysts, diplomats, and Yemeni government
and security officials.
Human Rights Watch contacted Yemenis through local and
international nongovernmental
organizations, and lawyers for victims or
suspects. We carried out interviews in English or in Arabic,
often using
interpreters. Most people were interviewed individually. We informed the
interviewees of
the purpose of our research and did not pay them or offer them
other incentives to speak with us. In
some cases, we have withheld the name,
location, date of interview, or other identifying information to
protect the
interviewee from possible retaliation.
We reviewed dozens of videos and photos taken in the
immediate aftermath of the strikes in question,
many of which showed remnants
that helped identify the types of weapons used. In some cases we
also examined
remnants taken from the scene. We also read scores of international and Yemeni
media
reports and, in the few instances available, Yemeni government documents
on the killings.
Human Rights Watch was not able to visit most of the strike
areas for security reasons. Yemeni
consultants visited two attack sites, Sarar and
Wessab.
Human Rights Watch sent written requests for comment on
these strikes to the US Central
Intelligence Agency, the White House, and the Department
of Defense, as well as to Yemen’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. The only
agency to formally respond was the CIA, which declined comment. Future
responses will be posted on the Counterterrorism page of the Human Rights Watch
website:
www.hrw.org.

I. Background
Yemen and Al-Qaeda
Yemen is a country of 25 million people on the southwest tip
of the Arabian Peninsula. It was fertile
ground for Islamist fighters well before
the formation of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) in
2009. Much of Yemen’s
rugged terrain is largely outside the central government’s control.[1]
One of
the poorest countries in the Middle East, it has a soaring population of
unemployed young people. It is
running out of oil—the government’s
main revenue source—and water.[2]
AQAP and its antecedents gained strength during the 33-year
presidency of Ali Abdullah Saleh, whose
government devoted more attention to fighting
rebels known as Huthis in the north, quashing a
secessionist movement in the
south, and juggling tribal interests than to countering armed Islamist
militants.[3]
During the security vacuum created during the 2011 uprising
in Yemen, AQAP created a domestic
offshoot, Ansar al-Sharia (“Partisans
of Islamic Law”), that occupied several towns in the south. Saleh
ceded
the presidency in February 2012 to his longtime vice president, Abdu Rabu
Mansour Hadi, who
pledged to lead the country to general elections in 2014.
Origins of Yemen’s Islamist Armed Groups
In the 1980s many Yemeni youth considered it a rite of
passage to fight in Afghanistan with USbacked mujahideen against
occupying Soviet forces. Yemenis continued to train in Afghanistan under
Taliban rule through the 1990s, with the acquiescence of both the Yemeni
government and influential
tribes and clerics.[4]
Osama bin Laden, whose father was Yemeni, saw the country as
an ideal operating base. Fighters who
had trained with bin Laden in Afghanistan
formed an armed militant group called Islamic Jihad in
Yemen in 1990, which was
succeeded by the Islamic Army of Aden- Abyan in 1994 and Al-Qaeda in
Yemen (AQY)
in 1998.[5]
President Saleh incorporated many of the returning Afghan
war veterans into his security forces,
using them to fight Huthi rebels in the
north as well as separatists in the south.[6]
This marriage of convenience began to fray in October 2000,
when AQY attacked the Navy destroyer
USS Cole off the coast of Aden,
Yemen’s southern port city, killing 17 US sailors. Under pressure from
the United States and its allies, Saleh pledged to rein in the group. In
response, a new generation of
Yemeni armed militants began viewing the Yemeni
authorities as an additional target. Many of these
militants had honed their
fighting abilities in Iraq, where they had joined the fight against the US-led
invasion in 2003 with little interference from the Yemen government.[7]
That next generation coalesced after a breakout of 23
Al-Qaeda-linked suspects in 2006 from a

Political Security Organization prison
in the Yemeni capital, Sanaa, apparently with inside help.[8] In
2007, AQY killed eight Spaniards and two Yemenis at a tourist site in eastern
Shabwa province. In
2008, the group shot dead two Belgian tourists and their
drivers in Hadramawt, in the southeast. That
same year suicide bombers struck
the US Embassy in Sanaa, killing 17 Yemenis and one YemeniAmerican. AQY also
in 2008 launched its own magazine, Sada al-Malahim (The Echo of
Battles). The
following year, an AQY suicide bomber killed four South Korean
tourists and their Yemeni driver in
Hadramawt.[9]
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
In January 2009, Al-Qaeda’s Yemeni and Saudi
organizations merged into Yemen-based Al-Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP).
The Yemen-based group quickly set its sights on international and
regional as
well as domestic targets. That December the United States designated AQAP as AlQaeda’s
most active branch.[10]
Estimates of AQAP’s size range from several hundred to
a few thousand members, many of whom
participate in military operations. The
group’s inner circle is believed to have anywhere from 50 to
100 members,
of whom 10 to 24 are considered key figures.[11] The top tier includes
the group’s
commander, Nasir al-Wuhayshi. In August 2013 Ayman
al-Zawahiri, the head of Al-Qaeda central,
reportedly named al-Wuhayshi his
“Ma’sul al-Amm,” an Arabic phrase that translates to
“general
manager.”[12]
Many AQAP fighters have deployed exclusively for an insurgency
against the Yemeni government,
including those fighting with Ansar al-Sharia,
the domestic offshoot that the group created in 2011.[13]
AQAP has described Ansar Al-Sharia as a vehicle to spread the group’s
strict interpretation of Sharia
(Islamic law) in areas under its control.[14]
In Saudi Arabia in August 2009, an AQAP suicide bomber attempted
to kill Muhammad bin Nayef,
who headed the kingdom’s counterterrorism
efforts. AQAP also claimed responsibility for the
attempted bombing of a US airliner
en route to Detroit on Christmas Day 2009 by a Nigerian man who
unsuccessfully
tried to detonate explosives in his underwear. That year, AQAP claimed
responsibility
for another failed plot in which it placed explosive-laden ink
cartridges aboard two US-bound cargo
planes.[15]
In July 2010, AQAP launched an English-language magazine, Inspire,
aimed both at recruiting
English-speaking members and justifying the
group’s actions among the general non-Arab Muslim
population. Inspire’s
contributors included the American cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, who was killed in a
US drone strike in Yemen in 2011. Its first issue drew attention worldwide for
its pressure-cooker
recipe, “Make a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your
Mom.”[16]
In 2012, the CIA thwarted a plot by AQAP to blow up a
US passenger jet with an “upgrade” of the
“underwear bomb”
that had failed to properly detonate in 2009.[17] At his
confirmation hearing as

CIA director in February 2013, John Brennan, then President
Obama’s chief counterterrorism
advisor, confirmed he had told news
analysts that the plot was never a serious threat because the
United States had
“inside control” over it.[18]
Inside Yemen, AQAP’s primary targets are Yemeni
government security and foreigners. The group’s
attacks have killed hundreds
of government military and intelligence personnel. Generally AQAP has
not
targeted Yemeni civilians, but the group has killed several Yemenis it labeled
“apostates,”
“homosexuals,” or “spies” for
the Yemeni and US governments.[19] In
October 2013 AQAP killed a
German bodyguard to Germany’s ambassador to
Yemen.[20] At the
time of writing AQAP was
holding several foreigners for ransom, including a
Saudi diplomat.[21]
In 2011, AQAP’s offshoot Ansar Al-Sharia seized two
main towns and nearby villages in southern
Abyan province during the political
vacuum created by Yemen’s 2011 uprising Yemeni government
forces fled their
posts as Ansar fighters descended on Abyan.[22]
Ansar al-Sharia declared the areas it controlled to be a
caliphate and imposed its interpretation of
Islamic law on local populations.
At the same time, the group won over some residents by providing
water and
basic services.[23] AQAP
recruited hundreds if not thousands of fighters from the ranks of
Yemen’s
unemployed youth, many of whom defected to pro-government forces after Ansar
alSharia’s retreat from Abyan.[24]
A combination of Yemeni troops, pro-government militias, and
US and allegedly Saudi airstrikes
routed Ansar al-Sharia from Abyan in June
2012 after months of fighting in which both Yemeni and
Ansar forces appeared to
violate the laws of war.[25]
Ansar fighters dispersed into more remote parts
of Abyan as well as other
provinces largely outside the government’s reach.
In December 2012, AQAP offered a bounty for killing the US
ambassador to Yemen or any US soldier
in the country.[26] At
the time of writing AQAP continued to clash regularly with Yemeni government
forces and kill ranking intelligence and security officials in bombings and
drive-by shootings including
in Sanaa and the southern port city of Aden.[27]
In August 2013, al-Wuhayshi, the commander of
AQAP, was reportedly intercepted
while electronically plotting attacks on US targets with al-Zawahiri,
the head
of Al-Qaeda central, prompting the Obama administration to temporarily shutter
22 US
diplomatic missions worldwide.[28]
Targeted Killings and US Counterterrorism
Activities in Yemen
The
use of force must be seen as part of a larger discussion we need to have about
a
comprehensive counterterrorism strategy, because for all the focus on the use
of force,
force alone cannot make us safe. [29]
–
US President Barack Obama in May 2013 speech
on counterterrorism policy

The US government is the largest western donor to Yemen,
since 2007 providing more than US$1
billion to the country, most of it for
counterterrorism programs. Since 2009, targeted killings, the
deliberate
killing by a government of a known individual under color of law, have
played an
increasingly prominent role in US counterterrorism efforts in the
country. Yemen also receives
security and development support from the Friends
of Yemen, a group of 39 countries and
international organizations.[30]
Training Yemeni Counterterrorism Units
More than half of the $1 billion in US assistance was
earmarked for training and equipping two
counterterrorism units headed until
2013 by former president Saleh’s close relatives, according to a
US
General Accounting Office report. The report found that “decision makers
lack the information
necessary to adequately assess” the results of that
assistance.[31]
The two Yemeni units—the military Special Operations
Forces and the paramilitary CounterTerrorism Unit—rarely engaged in
counterterrorism operations outside the capital, and during the
2011 uprising
were deployed to guard then-president Saleh.[32] The
Special Operations Forces were
commanded by Saleh’s son, Ahmed Ali Saleh,
who also headed the Republican Guard. The CounterTerrorism Unit was run by
Saleh’s nephew, Yayha Saleh, as part of the Central Security Forces. Both
the Republican Guard and Central Security Forces committed serious human rights
violations during
Yemen’s 2011 uprising.[33] All of
these forces were being reorganized in 2013 as part of a broader
Yemeni
security-sector restructuring overseen by the United States and the European
Union.
First Targeted Killing in 2002, Resumption in 2009
In 2002, Yemen became the site of the first known US
targeted killing by a remotely piloted aircraft,
or drone. A US Predator launched
an attack that killed Abu Ali al-Harithi, the head of AQY. The strike
also
killed five other alleged AQY members including Abu Ahmad al-Hijazi, a US
citizen.[34]
For seven years the United States conducted no further known
targeted killings in Yemen, while the
number of such strikes skyrocketed in
Pakistan. The United States resumed targeted killings in
Yemen in 2009 within
days of designating AQAP a terrorist organization. Since then, research groups
estimate that the United States has carried out an estimated 81 targeted strikes
in Yemen with
manned aircraft, drones, or sea-launched cruise missiles. The
number of people killed in these strikes
has not been reported by the United
States or Yemen. Research groups report that at least 473 people
have been
killed in these strikes, the majority of them combatants but many of them
civilians.[35]
The United States had viewed Saleh as a fickle
counterterrorism partner.[36] But
President Obama
has praised his successor, President Hadi, as a staunch ally in
US efforts to counter AQAP.[37] Under
Hadi, the number of targeted killings quadrupled in 2012 from the previous
year. Although the pace
slowed in 2013, at this writing US forces reportedly
carried out 22 drone strikes in Yemen during the
first nine months of the year,
for the first time exceeding the number of strikes in Pakistan.[38]

US airstrikes have killed at least nine alleged “high-value”
targets, a Yemeni government official with
knowledge of the strikes told Human
Rights Watch.[39]
These include four suspected AQAP leaders,
most notably American cleric Anwar
al-Awlaki, whom the Obama administration called the head of the
group’s
foreign operations, and Said al-Shihri, its deputy commander, who had survived
at least two
previous US strikes.[40] Several
other AQAP leaders are believed to remain at large including at least
three of the
group’s four founders: AQAP commander al-Wuhayshi; military commander
Qasim alRaymi; and bomb-maker Ibrahim al-Asiri.[41]
Secrecy of Targeted Killings
President Obama and other top US officials have officially
acknowledged the targeted killings program
in general terms since 2010 and the
use of armed drones in the program since 2012.[42] But the
United States with few exceptions refuses to officially confirm or deny its
role in specific strikes,
whether in Yemen or elsewhere. Nor will it disclose
other basic details such as casualty figures for
combatants or civilians, who
or how many individuals are on its kill list, or the extent or findings of any
post-strike investigations. It also will not release its videos of drone
strikes.[43]
Most targeted killings in Yemen are carried out by the US
Defense Department’s Joint Special
Operations Command (JSOC) in
coordination with the CIA. The CIA reportedly has authority over
virtually all
targeted killings in Pakistan and maintains an information blackout on its
strikes, despite
mounting pressure to reveal basic details.[44]
JSOC is almost as secretive. Media reports in the first
half of 2013 predicted
President Obama would announce a transfer of strike authority from the CIA to
the US military but at the time of writing he had not done so.[45]
Yemeni government officials at times have falsely stated
that US airstrikes in Yemen were the work of
the Yemeni Air Force.[46]
Lack of access to the attack areas, most of which are too
dangerous for international media and
investigators to visit, makes it
extremely difficult to verify casualty figures, conclusively determine
how many
of those killed were civilians, and learn the full circumstances of a strike.[47]
In a major speech on counterterrorism on May 23, 2013,
President Obama said there is a “wide gap”
between the casualty
assessments of his government and nongovernmental organizations but did not
elaborate.[48] Brennan
in February 2013 told the US Senate Intelligence Committee that civilian
casualties during targeted killings are “exceedingly rare.”[49]
Human Rights Watch is skeptical of
these claims in light of the numerous
credible reports of civilian casualties in Yemen and Pakistan.
Brennan also said the administration should “make
public the overall numbers of civilian deaths
resulting from US strikes
targeting Al-Qaeda.”[50] When
the United States kills civilians during
targeted killing operations, he said,
“the United States government should acknowledge it.’’[51]
Yet the United States has publicly confirmed only two
targeted killing operations in Yemen since 2009

—those that killed three
US citizens.[52] Only
one is known to have been the intended target: the
cleric al-Awlaki, whom the
US alleges was an AQAP leader, although it has refused to disclose all but
one
source for the evidence against him. The other two US citizens included
Awlaki’s teenage son, Abd
al-Rahman Anwar al-Awlaki, and Samir Khan, the
editor of Inspire.[53]
The United States did not publicly acknowledge a direct
military role in Yemen until mid-2012, when
it assisted Yemeni forces in
carrying out air strikes against AQAP and Ansar al-Sharia in Abyan
province.
President Obama said at the time that the United States was not killing persons
who did not
pose a direct terrorist threat to the United States and its
interests.[54]
However, the United States
continued to withhold all details of its strikes.
Around the same time, the Obama administration reportedly
authorized the CIA and JSOC to carry
out so-called “signature
strikes,” which target individuals based on a pattern of behavior rather
than
specific information about their activities, in Yemen.[55]
“Pain Now, or Pain Later”
As discussed below, President Obama in May 2013 disclosed a
higher threshold for targeted killings,
saying members of Al-Qaeda and
undefined “associated forces” would be targeted only if they were
part of a “continuous and imminent threat” to the United States,
and that they would be killed only if
capture was not feasible.[56]
Two months later, following reports in July 2013 of a plot
against the United States by AQAP
commander al-Wuhaysi and Ayman al-Zawahiri,
the Obama administration temporarily shuttered 22
diplomatic missions worldwide,[57]and launched nine drone strikes in Yemen
over a two-week period,
killing about three dozen alleged AQAP members.[58]
President Obama denied any backtracking on his targeted
killing policy.[59] But a
senior US official
was quoted that month in the New York Times as saying
that the United States had “expanded the
scope of people we could go
after” in Yemen in response to the alleged plot.
“Before, we couldn’t necessarily go after a
driver for the organization; it’d have to be an operations
director,” said the official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
“Now that driver becomes fair
game because he’s providing direct
support to the plot.”[60]
Two of those killed were on Yemen’s list of
“most-wanted terrorists,” a Yemeni government official
told Human
Rights Watch.[61] But NBC
News reported that most of those killed in the strikes in July
and August of
2013 were not high-ranking AQAP members and none of the three alleged AQAP
members identified in one strike had “operational significance,” raising
further questions about
administration’s application of its stated policy:
The military’s roster was delivered to the White
House, said [one US] official, along with a
message that eliminating the
targets—most of whom were lower level militants—was a

question of
“pain now, or pain later.” The White House could choose between
criticism for
alleged excessive use of drones or deal with the consequences of
sparing the militants.[62]
Target Approvals
President Obama reportedly reserves the final say over every
targeted killing.[63] In
Yemen,
President Hadi has said he personally approves each strike as well.[64]
President Hadi said counterterrorism missions are monitored
from a joint operations center in Yemen
staffed by military and intelligence
personnel from the United States, Saudi Arabia and Oman.
A career military officer, President Hadi has publicly
praised drone strikes, describing the remotely
piloted vehicles as “more
advanced than the human brain.” He acknowledged errant strikes early in
the targeted killings campaign, but said that both Yemen and the United States
have taken “multiple
measures to avoid mistakes of the past.”[65]
“As a military guy, Hadi is terribly impressed with
the technology,” one foreign diplomat told Human
Rights Watch. But, he
added, even if the Yemeni president reviews every strike, “he gives the
United
States carte blanche” on the final decision.[66]
AQAP Surge and Backlash
Popular discontent with the US airstrikes—evidenced by
demonstrations, roadblocks, and confirmed
in interviews with scores of Yemeni
citizens as well as security analysts, diplomats, and journalists—
has
generated hostility toward the United States and undermined public confidence
in the Yemeni
government. Security analysts believe this significantly bolsters
the ranks of AQAP.[67]
Gregory Johnsen, a Yemen scholar and AQAP expert, estimates
that the number of rank-and-file may
have tripled since the United States
resumed targeted killings in 2009, from 300 to more than 1,000.
[68]
AQAP analysts say the growth may stem from several factors
that include a security vacuum in
Yemen during the 2011 uprising. And US
officials contend that the numbers would be higher if the
United States was not
actively carrying out attacks. But the backlash against US killings beyond
AQAP’s inner circle is most frequently cited as the primary cause of
opposition to the strikes.
The New
York Times reported in 2012 that the United States was focused on
killing or capturing
about “two dozen” AQAP operative leaders in
Yemen, not an entire domestic insurgency.[69] Johnsen
said that the number of primary US targets may now be down to 10 or 15. On
August 5, 2013, the
Yemeni authorities released a list of its “most
wanted terrorists” that contained 25 names.[70]A
Yemen official said that of those, three
had since been detained and two had been killed in drone
strikes, reducing the
number to 20. According to Johnsen:
A lot of people are dying in those strikes. Yet the head of
AQAP is still alive, his military

commander is still alive, and its top
bomb-maker is still alive. The fallout from all of these
deaths is something
the US doesn’t seem to quite take into account.[71]
Some if not many of those killed by the United States
outside AQAP’s core membership may have
been fighters in the domestic
insurgency against the Yemeni government.[72] But as
a policy matter,
such killings risk doing the United States more harm than good
by alienating large segments of the
Yemeni population.[73]
Any backlash in Yemen is compounded because even when
strikes hit AQAP fighters who may be
lawfully targeted in an armed conflict
situation, they are usually killing members of tightly knit
families and tribes,
not fighters from outside their communities. “The United States can
target and kill
someone as a terrorist, only to have Yemenis take up arms to
defend him as a tribesman,” Johnsen
said.[74]
Despite President Hadi’s embrace of the strikes, many
Yemenis consider them a violation of national
sovereignty and note that the
Yemeni parliament has never authorized US armed intervention in
Yemen.[75]
In July 2013 Yemen’s National Dialogue Conference,
tasked with drafting the country’s new political
and constitutional
roadmap, called for “criminalizing” under Yemeni law any drone
strikes and other
killings during counterterrorism operations that violate international
law.[76]That language is multiple
steps from being
translated into action and would in any case duplicate legal standards already
in
effect on the international level. Nevertheless, its approval by the
conference, which represents a
broad spectrum of Yemeni society, suggests the
extent of domestic opposition to targeted killings.
AQAP has also been quick to capitalize on that anger. In a
2013 issue of Inspire magazine the group
wrote that the
“real” target of US drones is not terrorism but Islam:
In Yemen, they roam over Muslim houses, terrorizing
children, women and the weak.
Moreover they bombard “suspected”
targets in villages, towns and cities … without the
need to identify the
real identity of the target, whether Al-Qaeda or not. … Obama is
declaring a crusade! These missiles have no eyes and their launchers are more
blind [sic].
They kill civilians more than mujahideen.[77]
Another factor contributing to backlash is that many Yemenis
seem to fear the US airstrikes and
Yemeni military and police forces more than
they fear AQAP.[78]
During the country’s 2011 uprising,
Yemen’s military and police
forces killed numerous protesters or otherwise used excessive lethal force
against largely peaceful protests. This does not discount the many serious
abuses committed against
civilians by AQAP and Ansar al-Sharia. But the
available evidence suggests that the vast majority of
the hundreds of people
killed by AQAP since its inception are members of the Yemeni security forces.
[79]

US Long-term Counterterrorism Strategy for Yemen
If the United States considers Yemeni popular support to be
important in its operations against AQAP,
reducing civilian casualties should
be a top priority, regardless of whether the civilian deaths were the
result of
violations of international law.[80] The
United States learned this lesson after US and NATO
airstrikes against Taliban
forces killed hundreds of civilians in Afghanistan. As the senior US military
commander in that country acknowledged in 2010: “If we kill civilians or
damage their property in the
course of our operations, we will create more
enemies than our operations eliminate.”[81]
In his May 2013 speech on counterterrorism policy, President
Obama said the next phase of
countering violent militancy “involves
addressing the underlying grievances and conflicts that feed
extremism.”[82]
Several Yemeni and Western political analysts and civil
society activists who spoke to Human Rights
Watch concur, arguing that any
counterterrorism strategy in Yemen also requires a sustained
commitment to
addressing the factors that make the country fertile ground for violent
militancy. That
means fostering democracy and a more accountable government,
and increasing access to basics such
as water, health, education, and jobs.[83]
“The United States doesn’t need drones to fight
AQAP,” said Nashwan al-Othmani, an Aden-based
journalist and political
activist. “Just bread and cheese.”[84]
But social and economic issues are only part of the equation
if they ignore the political grievances and
government repression that also
fuel support for militancy. The United States and other concerned
governments
should press the Yemeni government to adopt measures to end human rights
violations
by all government and allied forces and hold perpetrators to
account.
In 2012, the US government for the first time provided more
development assistance than overt
security assistance to Yemen—$198
million US for economic and humanitarian aid compared to $158
million for
counterterrorism and other security assistance.[85]
At the same time, the United States
continued to support a blanket amnesty for
former president Saleh and all his aides for any political
crimes they may have
committed during Saleh’s 33-year presidency—part of a deal to usher
Saleh out
of power, while continuing targeted killings in Yemen. In mid-2013,
the United States also predicted
that the war on terrorism would continue for
years.[86]

II. Case Studies
1. Wessab: Strike on Alleged Local AQAP
Leader
On April 17, 2013, two US drones flying over Wessab, a
remote district perched on some of Yemen’s
highest mountains, fired at
least three Hellfire missiles at a car carrying an alleged local AQAP leader,
Hamid al-Radmi, also known as Hamid al-Manea or Hamid Meftah.[87]
The attack killed al-Radmi, his
driver and two bodyguards.[88]

Zainab Yahya Nasser al-Salf holds a photo of her son Hamid
al-Radmi, an AQAP suspect and former
military officer who was killed in a
drone strike in Wessab on April 17, 2013. © 2013 Farea al-Muslimi
for
Human Rights Watch
Government officials described al-Radmi as a local AQAP
leader and recruiter. He spent a decade in
prison—four years starting in
1995 for killing his cousin, and six years starting in 2004 on a
terrorismrelated conviction.[89] One
friend said al-Radmi was among the many Yemenis who traveled to Iraq
to support
domestic insurgents following the US-led invasion of that country in 2003.[90]
At the same time, he was one of Wessab’s most
influential figures, moving openly throughout the area.
Al-Radmi met regularly
with security officials at government offices just a few minutes’ walk
from his
house and was returning with a local official from a meeting an
hour’s drive from his home when he
was killed.[91]
The nature of al-Radmi’s alleged involvement with
AQAP, possibly not involving any operational
military role, raises questions
about the lawfulness of the attack under the laws of war. Participating in
recruiting would not in itself make an individual subject to attack.

Killed Near Government Building
Al-Radmi was killed as his vehicle approached the outskirts
of his village, Mathab, after mediating
local disputes in the community of Bani
Hafs. Around 8:30 p.m., at least two missiles struck al-Radmi’s
four-wheel
drive vehicle, instantly killing al-Radmi, 35; his driver Akram Ahmed Hamoud
Daer, 20;
and a bodyguard, Ismail al-Magdishi, 28. A second bodyguard, Ghazi
al-Emad, 28, died later that night
from his injuries.[92]
Residents said they saw two drones overhead at the time of
the strike and that a third drone flew in
immediately after the attack.[93]
Human Rights Watch found the damage to al-Radmi’s four-by-four
consistent
with a drone strike and identified the remnants of the weapons launched as
Hellfire
missiles.[94]
The website of Yemen’s newspaper 26 September,
a mouthpiece for the Ministry of Defense,
confirmed an “airstrike”
against al-Radmi but did not say what weapons or forces were involved.[95]
An official with Yemen’s Minister of Interior, whose name was not
published, told China’s Xinhua news
agency that the strike involved two
missiles launched from an “unmanned warplane” and that it was
“a joint military operation” involving “Yemeni, US and Saudi
intelligence services.”[96]
Drones had been sporadically hovering over Wessab since
al-Radmi’s return to his village in 2011.
Still, some residents initially
thought they were hearing an explosion related to construction of the
area’s first paved road. Running outside after the first blast, villagers
saw at least one more missile fly
toward the area of the strike.[97]
At that point, scores of villagers began rushing down a
winding dirt road toward the flaming vehicle. As
they approached, they saw
al-Radmi’s charred body half ejected from the vehicle, two other charred
corpses inside, and a fourth man outside the car.
Ahmad Hamoud Qaed Daer, the father of al-Radmi’s
driver, was among those first at the scene. He
told Human Rights Watch:
The fire was high; no one dared get close and the planes
[drones] were hovering above. I
also heard someone saying, “I'm Ghazi
al-Emad, please help me.” I couldn’t do anything.…
It was
dark and there was a lot of smoke. There was no moon and I didn't even have a
flashlight. I saw my son, charred, in the front seat. … I didn’t
even know that he was
driving for Hamid that day.[98]
A third drone appeared, residents said, increasing the
panic. Some villagers tried to brave the fire to
rescue Emad, including Shafiq
Muhammad al-Magdishi, the brother of the other bodyguard killed in
the strike:
His [Emad’s] legs were cut off from the knee down and
there was a lot of blood coming
from his mouth. We saw later that his stomach
was bleeding as well and his eyes were

burned. He couldn’t open them and
was blinded. He was screaming and then his voice
slowly dropped. It became
lower, lower, and lower until he couldn't talk.[99]
Qaed al-Farimi, a prominent resident of Wessab and friend of
al-Radmi’s, said the blast “terrorized
the people,” stoking
anger:
People were going to their roofs and screaming … and
cursing, "Who is this bombing at
night? [Expletive] his father!”
They [the blasts] terrified even children and women. Some
ran out of their
houses and some ran to the basements to hide where their cows live
because of
the fear.[100]
Even the second day, the planes [drones] were there until
we buried them. I swear by
Allah if we had had weapons, not a single plane
would leave. We would take them down
because they terrified the village.[101]
“I Could Have Arrested Him”
Al-Radmi reportedly commanded the loyalty of many armed men
and lived in a fortress-like house
atop a steep cliff. Even so, residents and
security officials said he could have been arrested at any time
after he
returned to Wessab in 2011 upon his release from prison.[102]
“He was in my office all the time and I could even
have gone to his house to arrest him,” said one
ranking security officer in
Wessab who knew al-Radmi. The official, who spoke on condition of
anonymity,
said he had never received any order for al-Radmi’s arrest. A second
local security official
echoed those comments.[103]
Al-Radmi traveled only with a driver when he went to local
government offices, less than one
kilometer from his house, and even went to
the local courthouse to intercede on behalf of residents, a
friend said.[104]
Al-Radmi’s mother also that local government offices were “next to
us and he used to
go there all the time.”[105]
So open were al-Radmi’s movements that on the day he
was attacked he had attended a qat chew
with Mojahed al-Mosanif, the secretary-general
of the Wessab government council, at a village an
hour’s drive away where
he was helping solve local disputes, residents said.[106]
Al-Radmi and alMosanif also performed the Maghrib prayer together
immediately after sunset, they said. When alRadmi’s four-by-four was
struck, al-Mosanif’s car was directly behind him. In addition, al-Radmi
had
been scheduled to meet three days after his death with the governor of
Dhamar, the province that
includes Wessab, to discuss local grievances.[107]
A Yemeni government official with knowledge of the strike,
speaking on condition of anonymity,
denied that al-Radmi could readily have
been captured. Speaking of both al-Radmi and Adnan alQadhi, another alleged
AQAP chief who was killed in a drone strike, the official said that in cases
where
the government has moved in armed forces to rout AQAP, they often are
defeated:

They [al-Radmi and al-Qadhi] had strong tribal ties and the
government is in no position to
capture them or physically hold them for a while.
The state is too weak right now. So what
do you do? The easiest option is, you
take them out. Because they are actively recruiting.
[108]
Some residents suggested al-Radmi may have been killed
because of his prominence or because he
challenged local authorities. A week
before the deadly strike, al-Radmi called on local officials to spend
more revenues
on public works and services, according to one friend, and “argued with
them.”[109]
Relatives said that had authorities sought their help, they
would have turned al-Radmi over to them.
Relatives play an important role in
administering justice in Yemen’s tightly knit family and tribal
system.[110]
One cousin, an elderly farmer named Muhammad Ali Saleh, said
the killing turned al-Radmi into a
martyr:
They should have taken him to court, brother. Charge him
and keep him in prison and
even hang him there up and down every day but not
kill him like that if he committed a
crime. Now people are crying about him
everywhere. What does that accomplish?[111]
Al-Radmi and AQAP
There are conflicting accounts of al-Radmi’s
relationship with AQAP. Yemeni government officials
called him a local AQAP
“leader” who started a cell for the group upon returning to his
home village of
Mathlab, in Wessab district, with his wife and young son in
2011.[112]
“He was building an AQAP
mini-militia on the mountain,” the Yemeni
government official with knowledge of the strike told
Human Rights Watch.[113]
Nasser Arrabyee, a Yemeni journalist from Wessab, reported that while in
prison
al-Radmi met Qasim al-Raymi, who went on to become the military commander of
AQAP.[114]
Security officials said al-Radmi helped hide wounded AQAP fighters in
Wessab’s rugged mountains
when they fled southern Abyan in mid-2012.[115]

A recent photo of Hamid al-Radmi. © 2013 Mareb Press
In 2012, local authorities searched al-Radmi’s home
after he was rumored to around his house,” said
al-Farimi, the prominent
resident who was al-Radmi’s friend. Al-Radmi was
“cooperative,” according
to the ranking security officer. The
authorities found no weapons apart from four Kalashnikov assault
rifles, said
the security officer and al-Farimi, who was part of the search committee.[116]
Possessing
four assault rifles “is a normal thing here,” the
security official said.[117]
Indeed, a household arsenal
of that kind is not unusual in Yemen, the
world’s second-most armed country after the United States.
[118]
Several AQAP experts told Human Rights Watch they were not
aware of al-Radmi being a military
commander or otherwise playing a role in military
operations for AQAP.[119] One
acquaintance said
al-Radmi received 60,000 Yemeni rials (US$280) per month from
the group—a modest wage even in
impoverished Yemen.[120]
Being solely an AQAP recruiter without a direct military role would not
make
him subject to attack.
The Yemeni government official told Human Rights Watch that
“it is not clear in some cases,”
including those of al-Radmi and
al-Qadhi, whether the targets of US strikes “are actually military
commanders or operators of attacks. But they recruit openly, openly.”[121]
“Striking is not the most ethical position” in
some of these cases, the official said. “But if you don’t
strike
them, will they recruit more? That is the debate.”
Whatever his role, al-Radmi did not advertise it, in
contrast to top AQAP leadership who regularly pen

articles or appear in videos.
The majority of residents whom Human Rights Watch interviewed in
Wessab said
they had no idea that al-Radmi was a suspected AQAP member until he was killed.
Before he was imprisoned, al-Radmi had been an officer in Yemen’s
Republican Guard, the nowdisbanded military unit that had been commanded by
former president Saleh’s son Ahmed Ali Saleh.
[122]
He was reputed to be friendly with ranking members of the General
People’s Congress, the
party founded and still headed by the former
president.[123]
Most residents of Upper Wessab, the area of the township
where al-Radmi lived, are subsistence
wheat farmers and shepherds whose remote
mountain villages have no electricity and few services.
Residents describe the
area as “forgotten” by central authorities: as noted above, Wessab’s
road to the
rest of the province was being paved for the first time at the time
of al-Radmi’s death, and the last
high-level visit was a campaign stop by
a provincial official in 2003.[124]
Al-Radmi quickly filled the governance vacuum, gaining
prominence as a mediator of disputes over
issues such as property boundaries
and water use.[125]
Residents gathered “day and night” at alRadmi’s house to
seek his counsel and several were awaiting him there at the time he was killed,
one
friend said.[126]
AQAP’s offshoot Ansar al-Sharia also sought to provide
assistance to inhabitants of areas it controlled
in Abyan in 2011-12, but
al-Radmi did not reject government authority; instead he intervened openly
and
directly with local and provincial officials on residents’ behalf.
No Compensation
If al-Radmi were not a valid military target, the guards
traveling with him would not have been valid
military targets either: there is
no evidence that they themselves were AQAP fighters.
Al-Magdishi said his brother, a father of three, had been
accompanying al-Radmi for some quick cash
while awaiting answers on jobs
he’d applied for elsewhere in the Gulf.[127]
Daer said his son, whose wife had just given birth to their
first child, was driving for al-Radmi
temporarily in the hope that in return
al-Radmi would help him get into a military academy in Sanaa.
[128]
The relatives said they had not received any compensation
from the US or Yemeni authorities after
their deaths.[129]
2. Al-Masnaah: Attack on Low-Level Militants

Hussain Jamil al-Qawli (left) holds a photo of his son
Salim al-Qawli, 20; and Muhammad al-Qawli
holds a photo of his brother Ali
al-Qawli, 34. Salim and Ali al-Qawli were killed in a drone strike in
alMasnaah on January 23, 2013. © 2013 Letta Tayler/Human Rights Watch
On January 23, 2013, one or
more missiles launched from a drone killed four people traveling in a
sports
utility vehicle (SUV) on a back road toward the town of Sanhan, about 20
kilometers southeast
of Sanaa. Two of the passengers were alleged AQAP members.
Neither was believed to be of high
rank.[130] The other two men in
the vehicle were cousins who by all accounts were civilians.
Depending on the military importance of the two targeted
AQAP members, under the laws of war the
strike on the vehicle may have caused
disproportionate harm to civilians.
The missiles struck a Toyota Hilux SUV in the village of Masnaah,
about five kilometers outside of
Sanhan, at approximately 8:10 p.m., destroying
the vehicle. The driver and all three passengers were
killed. Multiple media
reports identified two of the men as alleged AQAP members Rabee Hamoud
Lahib and Naji Ali Saad. The other two men in the vehicle were Salim
al-Qawli, 34, an elementaryschool teacher and father of three, and his cousin
Ali al-Qawli, 20, a college student who drove the
borrowed Toyota as a car
service to earn money for his family.[131]
A Human Rights Watch examination of photos of remnants of
the ordnance and wreckage found the
damage consistent with Hellfire missiles launched
from a drone. Relatives of the killed civilians said

they heard the whirr of
drones—“like a big generator”— around the time of the
attack.[132] Yemeni
officials, speaking anonymously to local and international media at the time,
also identified the attack
as a drone strike.[133]
The al-Qawli cousins had traveled that afternoon with five
friends and relatives from their hometown
of Khawlan to Jihana, a nearby town
that is a provincial transit hub, to chew qat. Around 7 p.m., they
headed
towards the parking lot of the central souk (market), which is also an area
where drivers offer
public transport. As they sat in the Toyota, the two
cousins were approached by two strangers who
offered them 10,000 rials (US$47)
to take them to Sanhan, another town about 10 kilometers and a
45-minute drive
from Jihana, according to two other relatives s who were with the cousins at
the time.
[134]
Salim al-Qawli had been driving the Toyota, which belonged
to an uncle, to earn money for his
parents, seven siblings, and a grandfather
who required costly medical care for a heart attack and
dementia, said his
uncle Muhammad al-Qawli.[135]
The two relatives who overheard the conversation with the
strangers said Salim al-Qawli jumped at
the offer of a generous fare. The two
strangers were wearing civilian clothes. Each carried a
Kalashnikov, “but
that is normal for people in this area,” said Abdullah Jamil al-Qawli,
one of the
relatives. The two strangers did not want anyone else to join them
in the car, saying they were picking
up other passengers en route. Around 8:10
p.m., as the al-Qawlis’ friends and relatives waited in
Jihana for the
cousins to return to bring them home, they heard an explosion that sounded like
an
airstrike.
Muhammad al-Qawli, the father of Ali al-Qawli, learned that
his nephew and son were killed in the
strike after a relative called him from
the site and told him the vehicle’s tags were from 1982:
He [the relative] said, “The bodies are so charred I
can’t recognize them.” I called the
relative who owned the vehicle
and asked, “What year is your car?” He said, “It’s a
1982.”
He told me, “Ali and Salim took a fare to Sanhan and I am waiting
for them to return.”
That’s when I went into shock.[136]
Muhammad al-Qawli and other relatives drove to the site of
the strike. There, he said, they found a
horrific scene:
Many villagers were surrounding the car. The car was still
burning. Body parts were
spread across the area. Security forces came, the
police and the Central Security Forces
[which at the time operated a US-funded
and trained Counter-Terrorism Unit]. All they
did was remove the license plate
of the car and take some photos and then they left. They
did not even set up a
roadblock. The bodies were burned like animals and none of them
even attempted
to help. I screamed, “Guys, be human!” and started throwing sand at
the
fire.[137]

Muhammad al-Qawli and Hussain Jamil al-Qawli began crying as
they told Human Rights Watch how
relatives only recognized Ali al-Qawli by his
teeth and Salim al-Qawli by a patch on his pants, which
were still on one leg
that was severed from his body.[138]

The sports utility vehicle that was hit in a drone strike
in al-Masnaah on January 24, 2013, killing two
alleged AQAP members and two
civilians. © 2013 al-Qawli family
Government Response
When the al-Qawlis’ relatives returned the next day to
try to retrieve the bodies, they found them
gone—the authorities had
taken them to Sanaa. Enraged, about 200 residents from the cousins’
hometown and surrounding areas blocked roads for two days, refusing passage to
all government
vehicles.
The response of Abd al-Ghani Jamil, the governor of Sanaa
province—which includes the site of the
strike in al-Masnaah—was an
offer and a threat, according to Muhammad al-Qawli:
Abd al-Ghani Jamil said, “Either you accept $20,000
[US] for each body or we will call
them al-Qaeda.” We got the bodies back
in return for lifting the roadblock. We buried them
and after that no one [from
the government] asked us about them anymore. If they gave
out the money it must
have gone to tribal leaders as we did not receive a penny.[139]
The brother and father showed Human Rights Watch a letter,
dated February 9, 2013 from Yemen’s
Interior Ministry, saying the two al-Qawli
cousins were innocent. Salim and Ali al-Qawli “did not have
any knowledge
of or contact with the individuals who asked for a ride, but they happened to
die
alongside [them],” the letter said.[140]
The relatives said that was all they ever received from the
government.
The relatives said they later heard from well-placed sources
that the two AQAP suspects were coming
from Mareb, a province to the east,
where they had attended a funeral for alleged AQAP members

killed in a separate
targeted killing.
Lahib reportedly had survived a drone strike the previous
November that killed an AQAP suspect and
his bodyguard in Beit al-Ahmar, a
village about 10 kilometers from al-Masnaah. He was reportedly
involved in detaining
an 8-year-old boy and his father for AQAP, which subsequently released a video
in which the two allegedly “confessed” to setting up the
Beit-al-Ahmar strike.[141] A
Swedish
journalist who investigated the attack wrote that Lahib lived in a
village an hour’s drive from the
capital and traveled every other day to
Sanaa, passing military checkpoints en route. It is not clear
why Yemeni forces
did not capture him at a checkpoint on his frequent trips into Sanaa.[142]
Asked if their views of the United States had changed as a
result of the attack, Muhammad al-Qawli
replied: “We respect the US
people but we hate the US government very much. We want a US or
international
trial into what happened to Ali and Salim.”[143]
3. Beit al-Ahmar: Strike on Local Leader,
Child Detained
“Would
the Americans accept it if a Yemeni warplane came and killed Americans
without
any judicial process?”
– Himyar al-Qadhi, brother of Adnan al-Qadhi, who was
killed in a drone strike in
November 2012
On November 7, 2012, a drone strike killed Adnan al-Qadhi, a
40-year-old tribal leader and a
lieutenant colonel in an elite Yemeni military
unit, as he was standing in front of his car in his
hometown of Beit al-Ahmar.
The strike also killed one of al-Qadhi’s bodyguards.
The attack raises concerns under the laws of war about
whether al-Qadhi was a valid military target
and whether Yemeni military
officials unlawfully used a child to facilitate the attack.

Adnan al-Qadhi, a lieutenant colonel in Yemen’s First
Armored Division and alleged AQAP member,
was killed in a drone strike in
Beit al-Ahmar on November 7, 2012. © Private
There was little doubt of al-Qadhi’s sympathies: one
side of his house in Beit al-Ahmar bore a giant
black AQAP flag. Moreover, AQAP
released a video in April 2013 depicting al-Qadhi as a “martyr.” At
times al-Qadhi negotiated with AQAP on behalf of local tribes and the Yemeni
government.
AQAP responded to the killing by capturing and detaining a Yemeni
soldier and his 8-year-old son
who AQAP claims were involved in the airstrike.
The group issued a video in April 2013 in which the
father and son
“confessed” that three government military officers recruited the
boy to plant an
electronic tracking device on al-Qadhi. At the time of writing,
neither father nor son had been released
and there were grave concerns for
their safety.
His Last Word was “Marhaba!” (“Hello!”)
A missile killed al-Qadhi at approximately 6:45 p.m. as he
was standing outside his car on a hilltop,
talking to his wife on his cellphone
after eating dinner at a nearby farmhouse.
“His wife heard his last word, ‘Marhaba!’ [Hello!],”
his brother Himyar al-Qadhi told Human Rights
Watch. “He always said
‘Marhaba’
when he was surprised.[144]
Witnesses said one drone was circling overhead and a second
drone arrived shortly before the attack.
Photos of the remnants examined by
Human Rights Watch were those of Hellfire missiles, consistent
with a drone
strike. Yemeni and international security media also described the attack as a
drone

strike.[145] The
attack could not have been carried out by Yemeni forces because, as President
Hadi
confirmed in 2012, Yemeni air force jets cannot fly at night.[146]
Al-Qadhi died instantly. His friend and bodyguard Radwan
al-Hashidi, a local sheikh who was sitting in
the front seat, was pronounced
dead on arrival at a nearby hospital.[147] Rabee
Hamoud Lahib, a
suspected AQAP member, had been traveling in the car earlier
but missed the attack.
Arafat Ali Maqsa, a resident of Beit al-Ahmar, was driving
home from a wedding when he heard the
explosion:
The force of the blast was so powerful that my car trunk
shook even though I was still
about 400 meters away. I saw smoke. I thought it
was a gas explosion. What I saw next
was unimaginable. Adnan was dead. His
friend was hit by metal fragments in his mouth. He
was still speaking when we
arrived. As we took him out of the car he breathed his last.
[148]

Himyar al-Qadhi holds remnants of a Hellfire missile that killed
his brother, Adnan al-Qadhi, in Beit
al-Ahmar. © 2013 Farooq al-Sharani
Lieutenant Colonel and AQAP Sympathizer

By all accounts, al-Qadhi moved freely within elite
political and military circles even as he retained ties
with AQAP.
Al-Qadhi served more than two decades in the First Armored
Division, one of the country’s elite
military units until its disbandment
in 2013. He held the rank of lieutenant colonel and was receiving
125,000
Yemeni rials (US$583) a month in military pay at the time of his death, Himyar
al-Qadhi
said. The son of a prominent family, he knew former president Saleh,
whose palace is in his Beit alAhmar neighbored, and, like the president, was a
member of the powerful Sanhan tribe. His cousin,
Muhammad al-Qadhi, is a member
of parliament. Before joining the First Armored Division, al-Qadhi
was among
hundreds of Yemenis who fought in Afghanistan during the 1980s alongside the
CIAbacked mujahideen.[149]
Even as he moved in high-level government circles, al-Qadhi was
widely viewed as an AQAP
sympathizer and possible recruiter. Abd-al-Razzaq
Ahmad al-Jamal, a Yemeni journalist who is an
expert on AQAP, interviewed
al-Qadhi 20 days before his death:
Adnan invited many members of Ansar al-Sharia [an offshoot
of AQAP] as guests to his
house. When I asked him if he was a member of AQAP he
said, “This is an honor I do not
have.” But I think he just wanted
to be humble. AQAP in their video [about his death]
recognized him as a member.[150]
Al-Jamal said that he did not believe al-Qadhi played an
operational military role with AQAP. Not only
is there no evidence of al-Qadhi
fighting on behalf of AQAP, in January 2012 he played a key role in
negotiating
AQAP’s retreat from the central Yemeni city of Radaa, which AQAP fighters
had seized
days earlier. Al-Qadhi led a 20-member tribal delegation to persuade
AQAP’s Radaa leader, Tariq alDahab, to withdraw. Himyar al-Qadhi told
Human Rights Watch:
Adnan told Tariq al-Dahab, “Listen, we know that the
government is not being fair, we
know that people here are being oppressed. But
you have to get out of Radaa because if
you don’t the Americans will take
control of our weak government.”[151]
As noted above, a Yemeni government official with knowledge
of the attacks on both al-Qadhi and
Hamid al-Radmi (whose case is discussed
above) said that it was not certain that either were actual
AQAP military
commanders but that both had recruited for AQAP.
In 2008, the Yemeni authorities detained al-Qadhi for six months
in connection with a suicide
bombing at the US Embassy in Sanaa earlier that
year, linking him to license plates on one of the
attackers’ cars. That
attack killed 17 Yemenis and one Yemeni-American.[152]
Al-Qadhi was released
without charge; the reason for his release is not clear.
Yemenis who knew al-Qadhi or
had followed his targeted killing case offered an array of theories about
why he
was killed; none involved his participation in military operations.

One Yemeni with close connections to Beit al-Ahmar and the
surrounding township of Sanhan said
that al-Qadhi and Lahib, the suspected AQAP
member who escaped the strike, were part of a group
who had tried to create a
roadblock the previous Ramadan (July 20-August 18, 2012) to stop former
president Saleh’s son Ahmed Ali from stashing weapons in Beit al-Ahmar. At
the time, Ahmed Ali was
the commander of the elite Republican Guard but was
being stripped of his powers by President Hadi;
opposition media accused him
and other Saleh relatives of looting weapons during the latter half of
2012.[153]
A Yemeni analyst took the opposite view, saying al-Qadhi was killed “for
working not in
favor of extremist groups but against the current regime.”[154]
Other Yemenis considered the strike a warning to the former
president and his loyalists, who have
been accused by the UN Security Council
of trying to thwart Yemen’s transition, that Beit al-Ahmar
was no longer
a safe-haven for the Saleh family.[155]
Opportunity to Capture
Under the Obama administration’s policy on targeted
killings, strikes are only to be carried out if
capture is not feasible.
Beit al-Ahmar, located 15 kilometers southeast of Sanaa, is
home to one of the highest concentrations
of political and military authority
in Yemen. It is the hometown of three of Yemen’s most powerful
figures:
former president Saleh, Saleh’s son Gen. Ahmed Ali Saleh, and Gen. Ali
Mohsen al-Ahmar. At
the time of al-Qadhi’s death General al-Ahmar
commanded the First Armored Division, the unit to
which al-Qadhi belonged.
“The concentration of police and military personnel in
Sanhan [the town that includes Beit al-Ahmar]
is one of the highest in the
country,” said Abdulghani al-Iryani, a Yemeni political analyst.
“To say that
the government could not reach that place and make a capture
there is absurd.”[156]
Al-Qadhi moved freely in Beit al-Ahmar and surrounding
areas. He was in Sanaa as recently as four or
five days before he was killed
and had to pass several checkpoints to get from the capital to Beit AlAhmar,
relatives said.[157] The
fact that al-Qadhi was on the military payroll gave the authorities any
number
of potential ruses to lure him in.
Yemeni officials said President Hadi approved the strike
against al-Qadhi after determining that an
attempt to arrest him in his village
could have led to more deaths, according to the Los
Angeles Times.
[158]
Certainly, Beit al-Ahmar is a potential political powder keg, packed with
armaments and
animosity: one of its native sons, General al-Ahmar, defected to
the opposition with his First Armored
Division during Yemen’s 2011
uprising and is a bitter rival of the former president and his son Gen.
Ahmed
Ali Saleh, the then-commander of the Republican Guard.[159]
While capture may have been complicated, it should under the
US policy have been seriously
considered.[160] Beit al-Ahmar had
weathered other political storms without bloodshed. As Yemen-

based journalist
Adam Barron wrote in 2012: “Even after many of the area’s most
powerful sons
broke ranks in the revolt against Saleh last year—a time
marked by bloody clashes in the capital—the
village had remained calm
until the American drone strike.”[161]
Even if US and Yemeni authorities had ruled out capture
because of potential revenge attacks, a
negotiated surrender was still possible,
many security and political observers said.[162]
Moreover
there was precedent: relatives had previously surrendered al-Qadhi
when he was sought in connection
with the US Embassy bombing.
“When the security forces called me and said,
‘Adnan is a suspect,’ I handed him over with my own
hands,” Himyar
al-Qadhi said. “I swear to God if they had asked us to bring him in again
we would
never have said no.”
On February 5, 2013, Himyar al-Qadhi filed a complaint with
the Yemen’s General Prosecution Office
accusing President Hadi, President
Obama, and other top Yemeni and US officials of murder for the
strike on his
brother. The following month, he said, his house was raided by Yemen’s
CounterTerrorism Unit, a force trained and funded by the United States. Now, he said, he fears for his own
life.[163]
Backlash and Detention of 8-Year-Old “Spy”
Al-Qadhi’s killing created widespread anger within the
Sanhan tribe, one of the most influential in
Yemen. AQAP expert and journalist
al-Jamal said:
Relatives and members of his tribe are angry. In their
songs and poems, the tribes have
threatened to join al-Qaeda in revenge. Here
when America is our enemy you are a hero. It
makes al-Qaeda look good and gains
the sympathy of the people.[164]
Himyar al-Qadhi said, “The US is planting the seeds of
terrorism with such killings. If you believe you
got rid of Adnan, well now
you’ll have 1,000 Adnans. This is not hard to understand.”
AQAP released a video in April 2013 that depicted al-Qadhi
as a “martyr,” indicating that they
considered him a member of
their group.
The video showed a captured Republican Guard soldier and his
8-year-old son “confessing” to setting
up the killing at the behest
of three Republican Guard officers. The son, Barq al-Kulaibi, who had been
living at al-Qadhi’s house, says in the video that his father gave him
electronic tracking chips and that
the three Republican Guard officers
“trained” him on how to activate them and told him the dates he
should plant them on al-Qahdi.
The boy says he placed one of the chips in al-Qadhi’s
pocket while al-Qadhi was using the bathroom.
The father, Hafizallah
al-Kulaibi, was filmed saying the military officers paid him 50,000 rials
($233),
and promised him a luxury car and home, in return for using his son to
plant the chip.[165] The

video’s unseen narrator declares:
This is the reality of America, which claims to be the most
powerful country in the world,
and which brags and professes to be the
protector of human rights and the vanguard of
protecting the rights of
children.[166]
In the video, AQAP says it would release the son but added:
“Every filmed spy is killed after he is
filmed!”
At the time of writing, neither son nor father had been
released.[167] An
investigative article on the
case by Yemen expert Gregory Johnsen said the
father was feared dead.[168] Human
Rights Watch is
gravely concerned for the safety of both.

Barq al-Kulaibi, 8, with his father, Hafizallah al-Kulaibi,
“confesses” in an AQAP video from April 2013
to planting an
electronic tracking device on AQAP suspect Adnan al-Qadhi, who was then
killed in a US
drone strike. AQAP was holding both father and son at the time
and neither has been seen since.
Source: Jihadlogy.net.
The father and son were abducted
and taken into custody by alleged AQAP member Lahib, who
narrowly escaped death
in the strike that killed al-Qadhi, according to Johnsen’s article.[169]
Lahib
was killed in a separate drone attack two months later.[170]
The “confessions” by the son and father could
have been coerced and the story invented by their
AQAP captors, or the account
could be true; Human Rights Watch has no evidence either way. Two of
the
Republican Guard officers named by the father and son denied any involvement.
Johnsen notes
that publicizing a fabrication of that kind would be out of
character for AQAP, which seeks credibility
with the public.[171]
The treatment and videotaping of the detainees may have
violated the laws-of-war requirement that
detained persons be protected against
acts of violence and public curiosity or condemnation.[172]

If verified, the use of the boy by the Republican Guard
would also violate international law
prohibitions on the use of children as
soldiers[173]
and perfidious attacks, which are war crimes.[174]
The Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court makes clear that
individual criminal liability in
such circumstances extends beyond the use of
children as armed combatants. Under the ICC, the war
crime of recruiting or
using child soldiers “[c]over[s] both direct participation in combat and
also active
participation in military activities linked to combat such a
scouting, spying, sabotage and the use of
children as decoys, couriers or at
military checkpoints.”[175]
The AQAP’s abduction of the father and son, unless
they were directly participating in hostilities,
would also be unlawful. Any
mistreatment of them, for whatever reason, would violate the laws of war.
[176]
4. Sarar: Attack Kills 12 Civilians

The immediate aftermath of a US airstrike in Sarar on
September 2, 2012, that killed 12 civilians
returning home from a market.
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On September 2, 2012, a
Toyota Land Cruiser carrying 14 people was attacked by a warplane or
drone near
the provincial city of Radaa in central Yemen. [177] The strike by a missile or a bomb killed
12
passengers, including three children and a pregnant woman. A thirteenth
passenger and the driver
were severely burned but survived. [178]
The airstrike violated the
laws-of-war prohibition on attacks that do not distinguish between civilians
and combatants.
Quoting unnamed Yemeni
officials, local and international
media initially described the victims as
AQAP
“militants.” [179] But after relatives of the victims threatened to
bring their loved ones’ burned
bodies to President Hadi’s doorstep,
the country’s official news agency, Saba, called the strike an
“accident” and admitted the awful truth: the 12 people killed were
civilians. [180] All were from two
adjacent villages. They included breadwinners
for more than 50 people in one of the poorest areas of

Yemen.
Unnamed Yemeni government
officials were quoted in local and international media saying that the
target
of the attack had been traveling along the same road but in a separate vehicle
that was not hit.
[181]
“Noise like Thunder”
Radaa, a central Yemeni city
about 160 kilometers southeast of Sanaa, lies on a strategic crossroad to
Sanaa. The city and surrounding areas are tribal and largely outside the
central government’s control.
In January 2012, members of AQAP seized
Radaa and held it for about a week until local sheikhs
chased them out. [182] Many of the AQAP combatants disappeared into nearby
villages. After that
brief takeover, drones and US or Yemeni warplanes carried
out numerous strikes on alleged Islamist
fighters in Radaa and surrounding
hamlets, and surveillance drones circled the area daily.
The day of the September 2012
attack, residents heard drones overhead and farmers working in their
fields
noticed two drones loitering over Radaa and outlying villages. Shortly
before 4 p.m., witnesses
said, two warplanes also swooped into the area.[183]
“I heard a very loud noise, like thunder,” said
Sami al-Ezzi, a farmer who was working in his fields in
the village of Sabool,
about 16 kilometers from Radaa and 2 kilometers from the attack site. “I
looked
up and saw two warplanes. One was firing missiles.”[184]
Rushing to the scene, in the
hamlet of Sarar about 7 kilometers north of Radaa, residents found a
horrific sight: the battered Toyota Land Cruiser that had served as the daily
shuttle service between
Sabool and Radaa lay on its side in flames. Charred bodies had been flung from the vehicle and lay on
the
road, dusted with flour and sugar that the victims were bringing home from
market. Everyone
killed was a resident of Sabool or the neighboring hamlet of Humaydah.[185]
“About four people were without heads. Many lost their
hands and legs," said Nawaf Massoud Awadh,
a sheikh from Sabool. “These
were our relatives and friends.”[186]
Two victims were a woman and girl, clutched in a lifeless
embrace. “The bodies were charred like coal.
I could not recognize the
faces,” said Ahmad al-Sabooli, a 23-year-old farmer. Moving in closer, alSabooli
realized that the woman and girl were his mother and 10-year-old sister. He
also saw his
father among the dead. “That is when I put my head in my
hands and I cried,” he said.
Videos provided to Human Rights Watch depicted chaos at the
scene.[187]
“Push! Push!” “Open the
door!” residents are heard
shouting in one video. Seeking to extinguish the flames, they urge,
“Bring
sand!”
Two men are heard exclaiming that a warplane with “two
exhausts in the back”—presumably twin
engines—launched or
dropped munitions at the vehicle while other aircraft were circling.

Al-Sabooli's mother had gone to Radaa with her husband for a
doctor’s appointment; they had brought
their daughter along for the ride.
Most of the other passengers were farmers who went to Radaa to sell
their crops.
They included Mabruk al-Dobari, 14, who sold qat to support his family because
his father
was disabled.[188]
Rescuers found Mabruk’s body torn apart.
“We are just qat farmers,” the driver of the
vehicle, Nasser Makhut, said in a video clip from a local
clinic where he was
taken immediately after the strike. Makhut’s skin was black from the heat
of the
strike and he was clearly disoriented. Asked what happened, he replied,
“I think a plane fell on
us.”[189]
Alleged Target Elsewhere
Local and international media quoted unnamed Yemeni
government officials as saying the attack's
intended target was Abd al-Raouf
al-Dahab, an alleged local Al-Qaeda chief whose late brother Tariq
had led the
January takeover of Radaa. The al-Dahabs are the most influential family in
Radaa and
surrounding areas. Abd al-Raouf al-Dahab is from Manasseh, a village
about 15 kilometers north of
Radaa. The Land Cruiser was struck as it
approached an intersection where one road led to Sabool and
the other to Manasseh.
But al-Dahab was not inside the vehicle or anywhere in sight. Subsequent
drone
strikes have also failed to kill al-Dahab.[190]
“That was a clear mistake,” a Yemeni government
official, speaking on condition of anonymity, told
Human Rights Watch.
“The target was in the area but they hit the wrong vehicle.”[191]
Some security analysts in Yemen question whether Adb
al-Raouf al-Dahab is a member of AQAP let
alone involved in hostilities against
the Yemeni or US governments.[192]
“Abd al-Raouf is a
sympathizer but he’s not a member,” said
Abd al-Razzaq al-Jamal, a journalist who closely tracks
AQAP.[193]
Several security analysts also said that they believed Tariq al-Dahab formed
the alBayda faction of AQAP in an effort to gain the upper hand in a bloody
family dispute over land and
power.[194]

Ahmad al-Sabooli holds the photos of his father, Nasser
Saleh Nasser, his mother, Raselah Ali, and his
sister Doalah, 10, who were
among 12 civilians killed in a US airstrike in Sarar on September 2, 2012.
©
2013 Letta Tayler/Human Rights Watch
A Western diplomat who spoke on condition of anonymity said
that some hardcore members of AQAP
operate as “legitimate fronts”
who may appear to be no more than sympathizers to outside observers.
[195]
Initial media reports quoted Yemeni officials as saying
Yemeni warplanes carried out the Radaa
attack. However the Yemeni authorities
have a record of taking responsibility for US strikes, and the
Washington
Post published a report three months after the strike quoting unnamed Obama
administration officials as saying a US military aircraft, “either a
drone or a fixed-wing airplane,” fired
on the vehicle.[196]
Available evidence from the site does not clarify whether
the attack was carried out by a drone or a
fighter jet. Six witnesses said they
saw the warplanes drop or launch munitions that they thought were
bombs or
missiles. Two witnesses told Human Rights Watch they saw a black tail fin near
the burning
vehicle, and that would-be rescuers used it to try to ram open a
door of the vehicle.[197] A
black tail
fin is typical of a Hellfire, a US missile that can be launched by
either drones or fighter jets. The
shrapnel that witnesses brought Human Rights
Watch from the site is more consistent with damage

caused by a bomb, which
would point to warplanes.
“We Will Give You the Guns”
The victims’ villages,
Sabool and Humaydah, are clusters of brick-and-mud homes that have no
electricity, paved roads, schools, or hospitals. Most workers are subsistence
farmers who grow and sell
qat. Seven of those killed were breadwinners; in al-Sabooli’s
family alone, six of his siblings were too
young to fend for themselves.
Distraught relatives and friends had to collect the charred
remains of the victims by themselves and
drive them to the city morgue in
Radaa. Upon reaching the outskirts of the city, troops from the elite
Republican Guard blocked their entry for two hours. Then officials at the
morgue refused the bodies.
The Sabool villagers spent the night on the streets of
Radaa, fending off stray dogs from the corpses
spread out on the beds of pickup
trucks. The next day, Radaa shopkeepers joined the Sabool residents
in blocking
the city’s main street and threatening to bring the decomposing bodies to
the doorstep of
President Hadi in Sanaa.
Within hours, Sinan Garoon, a sheikh and the deputy governor
of al-Bayda, the province that includes
Radaa and Sabool, arrived to pay off
victims’ relatives the tribal way, with 95 Kalashnikov rifles and a
total
of 15 million rials (about US$70,000) in burial money. He also promised further
compensation,
villagers said. “We will give you the guns,” Deputy
Governor Garoon is seen telling told the angry
demonstrators in a video taken
by a local resident. “If you demand blood money, it will be given to
you.”[198]
In Sanaa, President Hadi announced he would create a special
committee to investigate the Radaa
attack.[199]But no authorities came to Sarar to investigate. “They were
toying with us,” said Awadh.
[200]
On April 26, 2013, Garoon again promised payments to Sabool
residents if they did not participate in a
news conference on targeted killings
being held that day in Sanaa by the UK-based nongovernmental
organization
Reprieve. The residents did not participate, yet the payment did not arrive,
they said.
[201]
While the airstrike was in clear violation of the
laws-of-war requirement that attacks distinguish
between civilians and
combatants, the Yemeni government only in June
2013, following queries from
Human Rights Watch and other nongovernmental
organizations to Yemeni and US authorities, paid
the families compensation:12 million rials ($55,800) for each person
injured and 200 million rials
($93,000) for each person killed. It is not
publicly known if the funds came from the United States.
[202]
Backlash against Yemen and US Governments

Long before the Yemeni authorities took financial responsibility
for the killings, the family of Abd alRaouf al-Dahab, the purported target of
the strike, offered financial assistance to families around
Radaa who lost
relatives in targeted killing operations.[203]
In Radaa, animosity toward the Yemeni and the US governments
was in evidence after the airstrike.
At a rally in Radaa the night after the
attack, one man drew cheers as he railed against both countries:
It’s as if Yemeni airspace belonged to the United
States. In the Western countries, when
one person is killed the whole country
will mobilize and turn itself upside down, but in our
country our government
does not value its citizens.[204]
Before the strike, the people of Sabool and Humaydah “had
no issues with America,” said Abd al-Aziz
Muhammad Ali, whose cousin was
among the victims. “But since the incident people feel like both the
Yemeni government and the US government are our enemies.” Speaking
shortly before the
government provided payments to families, he added: “People
feel that if there is no compensation
maybe they will join al-Qaeda.”[205]
5. Khashamir: Killing of Anti-AQAP Cleric
“If
Salim and Walid are Al-Qaeda, then we are all Al-Qaeda.”
– Villagers chant after strike that killed two
civilians in Khashamir, September 2012

Salim bin Ali Jaber, an anti-AQAP cleric (top), and his
cousin Walid bin Ali Jaber, a local policeman,
were killed along with three
alleged AQAP members in a US drone strike in Khashamir on August 29,
2012. 
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On August 29, 2012, four missiles launched from a drone
killed five men outside a mosque in
Kashamir, a farming village of mud-and-stone
huts in Hadramawt province in southeast Yemen. The
strike killed three
suspected AQAP members who were strangers to the village.[206]
It also killed two
pillars of the community: a popular cleric who preached
against AQAP, and one of the village’s only
policemen.
Assuming the laws of war were applicable, the attack may
have been unlawfully disproportionate
depending on the military importance of
the alleged AQAP members.
Yemen’s Defense Ministry told media that the three
suspected AQAP members were “wanted and
were targeted while meeting their
fellows.”[207]
But the two local men who were killed had no known
involvement with violent
militancy. Rather, relatives said the three targeted suspects had sought out
the cleric to challenge his statements criticizing AQAP.[208]
Slain Cleric Preached Against Al-Qaeda
Salim bin Ahmed Ali Jaber, 42, the father of seven children and
the imam of al-Mutadharirin mosque
in Mukalla, had been preaching against
violent Islamist militancy since AQAP and Ansar al-Sharia
took over towns in
Abyan in 2011. He taught at a government school and was studying for a
doctorate
at Hadramawt University.
His cousin, Walid Abdullah bin Ali Jaber, 26, who had a
2-year-old son, was Khashamir’s traffic

policeman. “Every day he
would go to work in his uniform, so proud of his work,” said his mother,
Hayat bin Ali Jaber.[209]
Salim Jaber had returned to his native village that week to
attend the wedding of a cousin. The Friday
before his death, he repeated his
denunciation of AQAP during a sermon at the mosque in Khashamir,
saying the
group’s killings were against Islam.[210]
“He used harsh words against Al-Qaeda and challenged
them to provide proof of the justness of their
attacks on America, and invited
them to a debate,” said Faisal Jaber, the brother-in-law of Salim
Jaber
and the uncle of Walid Jaber.[211] Faisal
Jaber said that at the request of Salim Jaber’s father,
he asked the
cleric to tone down his sermons:
The day before the attack I said, “You should be
careful, your family is worried that
something will happen to you.” Salim
said, “If we all keep silent then who will speak out? If
we keep silent,
these people will destroy the country.”[212]
That night was the wedding party, Faisal Jaber said:
“The whole village was dancing and Salim and
Walid were very happy and
hugging my son and congratulating him.”[213]
Twice on the afternoon of August 29, a black Suzuki Vitara
sports utility vehicle with unmarked plates
stopped outside Salim Jaber’s
family home. The second time, three unknown men inside the car, who
were not
from Khashamir, sent neighborhood children to ask for the cleric to come out.
Salim Jaber’s
father went to the car and told the men that his son would
return after Isha (evening prayer) at the
local mosque. The father was
suspicious but invited the men in as he was accustomed to people
seeking his son’s
counsel. The men refused. After Isha prayer, several villagers saw the men drive to
the back of the mosque.[214]
The three men in the car asked a young boy to go to the
mosque to bring the cleric to them. Salim
Jaber feared the strangers were
seeking revenge for his sermons and proposed meeting them over
dinner at his
house.[215] But he
agreed to meet them when Walid Jaber, his cousin the police officer,
offered to
accompany him with his handgun. “Walid said, ‘We are both men, what
are you scared of? It
is not good manners,’” Faisal Jaber said.[216]
Salim and Walid Jaber approached the men and sat with two of
them beneath a cluster of date palms.
Several villagers gathered at a corner to
watch, in case the Jabers needed protection. But if the
unidentified men intended
to harm Salim Jaber, the drones struck first. As Faisal Jaber told Human
Rights
Watch:
The first two missiles hit the circle of men directly. When
the men heard it they all ran
toward the spot where it landed. Then the second
missile struck and shrapnel flew over
their heads. The third missile came from
an angle and took off the roof of the car and hit
them again. The fourth
missile took a bit of time. Maybe they were checking to see if they

were still
alive. They [villagers] saw a man crawling and the fourth missile hit that man
and
his body was thrown 20 meters or more, onto the wall of a sheep’s
manger near the
mosque. His body was intact. Only the back of his head was
gone.[217]
The men waited several minutes and then approached slowly,
said Abdullah Salim bin Ali Jaber, a
cousin of Salim and Walid who also had
rushed to the scene:
It was dark except for the burning car. We could make out
many body parts scattered
several meters apart—fingers, hands, internal
organs. Most bodies had no legs and one was
without a face. Another had no
head. Until now they still have not found that head….
Imagine this
horror.[218]
Ahmad Salim bin Ali Jaber, the cleric’s 79-year-old
father, said he heard the explosions and arrived at
the mosque as villagers
were collecting body parts in red and blue water pails:
No one dared tell me. Finally one of them came to me and
took my hand and said, “Where
is Salim?” I said I did not know,
that we were waiting for him to have dinner with us. He
said, “Alhamdulillah, Alhamdulillah,
Alhamdulillah [Praise God, Praise God, Praise God],
Salim is
dead.”[219]
The father said two men brought him into the mosque and
supported him by each arm as he viewed
the corpses, wrapped in plastic under
blocks of ice as the village had no refrigerated morgue:
The people opened the first bag and asked, “Is this
Salim?” I said, “No.” They opened the
second bag, and the
third, and the fourth. Then they opened the last one. It was Salim. At
that
point I could not move.”[220]
Relatives said they identified Salim Jaber only by his
cheekbone, and Walid Jaber by the remains of
his handgun and his ornate belt,
which was somehow intact.[221]
Faisal Jaber showed Human Rights Watch a series of photos
and videos he had taken the day before
and the day after the attack. The first
series showed Walid Jaber, smiling and dancing at the wedding
party in a white
robe and his ornate belt. The second series showed the SUV melted into a
twisted
mass, and ordnance that Human Rights Watch identified as remnants of
Hellfire missiles. The photos
also showed dismembered body parts and faces
burned beyond recognition. They showed holes from
missile fragments in the
walls of nearby homes, and the date palms’ branches broken—trees
that had
been the pride of the village but no longer bear fruit.
Every man, woman, and child in Khashamir has seen the photos
and videos, Faisal Jaber said, adding:
“Now when villagers see these
images, they think of America.”[222]
Only one stranger was identified, by a family that traveled
300 kilometers to Khashamir to view
photos of the remains. “One photo
showed a head with only a mouth. The man saw the mouth and

said, ‘This is
my son,’ Faisal Jaber said.[223]
“Obama, This is Wrong”
After the airstrike, enraged villagers created a roadblock
that stopped government cars along the
main east-west road through the
province, but ended it when local leaders persuaded them to instead
hold a
peaceful rally. Most of the village joined the march four days after the
strike, chanting: “No to
killing innocents” and “Obama, this
is wrong.”[224]
Local authorities arranged for a stipend for Salim’s
eldest son, who is deaf and mute, and promised
they would find the young man a
job upon completion of his studies.[225] But
that and an unofficial call
from an officer with Yemen’s US-funded and
trained Counter-Terrorism Unit were the extent of any
redress, Faisal Jaber
said:
An officer from the Counter-Terrorism Unit called me the
night of the attack and said, “I
am sorry. It was not Salim and Walid who
were being targeted.” He said, “I can’t do
anything for you
but you can call [President] Hadi at the presidential palace landline.
[Three
days after the attack] I called the palace. I said to the man who answered,
“We
used to carry posters supporting Hadi and now we will throw them onto
the ground.” I
asked him to tell that to Hadi.[226]
Faisal Jaber heard nothing more until June, after Human
Rights Watched and other international
nongovernmental organizations raised the
issue of compensation with US government officials. At that
time, the Yemeni
government ordered condolence payments of 2.5 million rials ($11,600) each to
Salim Jaber’s and Walid Jaber’s families, Faisal Jaber said. At the
the time of writing, the payments
had yet to arrive.[227]
Villagers want redress, but they also want the drones flying
over their area to stop, saying they are
traumatizing children and causing
women to miscarry. They blame the death of Salim Jaber’s mother
in late
2012 on the trauma caused by the strike and the continuing whirr of drones
overhead.
“When the drones come, the children run into their
houses, terrified,” said Walid’s mother, Hayat
Jaber. “When
Walid’s son looks at a photo of his father, he says, ‘The plane,
the plane.’”[228]
“We Yemenis are the ones who pay the price of the ‘war
on terror,’” Faisal Jaber said. “We are caught
between a
drone on one side and Al-Qaeda on the other.”[229]
6. Al-Majalah: Cluster Munitions Kill 14 Al-Qaeda
Suspects, 41 Civilians
“America’s
goal is to defeat Al-Qaeda. Instead they are creating more Al-Qaeda.”
– Moqbil Moqbil Abu-Lukaish, relative of 28 of the 41
villagers killed in al-Majalah

Sumaya Muhammad al-Anbouri, 9, was among 41 civilians
killed in a US cruise missile strike that also
killed 14 alleged AQAP
militants in al-Majalah on December 17, 2009. © 2009 Private
On December 17, 2009, three
days after the US State Department designated AQAP as a terrorist
organization,
up to five Tomahawk cruise missiles armed with cluster munitions struck the
hamlet of
al-Majalah in southern Abyan province.[230]
Yemeni government officials initially described the
strike as a Yemeni security
force operation that killed 34 “terrorists” at a training camp
stockpiled
with weapons.[231]
In fact the missiles were launched by a US Navy vessel.[232]
While the attack killed 14 alleged AlQaeda combatants, it also killed at least
41 civilians in a Bedouin camp, all from two extended families,
according to a
2010 investigative report by Yemen’s parliament whose findings were
accepted by the
government.[233] Nine of
the dead were women—five of them pregnant—and 21 were children.[234]
At least 4 more civilians were killed and 13 others wounded after the strike
when they handled the
cluster munition remnants.[235]
AQAP was committing violence against the Yemeni government
at the time of the 2009 attack, and its
predecessor, AQY, had claimed
responsibility for attacks such as the deadly suicide bombing of the US
Embassy
in Sanaa in 2008. However, the hostilities at the time were not considered to
have reached
the intensity of an armed conflict necessary for the applicability
of the laws of war.[236] Thus
this
attack may more properly be viewed as a violation of international human
rights law. However, even
within a laws-of-war analysis, the attack used
indiscriminate cluster munitions, and caused
indiscriminate and possibly
disproportionate civilian casualties.
Two classified diplomatic cables released by Wikileaks
reveal that the United States engaged with
Yemen in a concerted effort to
conceal the US role.[237] The
United States has never publicly
acknowledged its role in the attack.
Much has been written about the strike on al-Majalah,[238]
but little has been published on its
aftermath. Residents say they never
received compensation for civilian deaths or the local

development projects
promised by the Yemeni government.[239] The
area remains abandoned and
contaminated by cluster munition remnants.[240]
“Operation Copper Dune”
Al-Majalah is a tiny village at the foot of steep mountains
about 230 kilometers east of the southern
port city of Aden. It has no schools,
electricity or other services; as one resident put it, “The
government
does not exist here.”[241] The
area that was hit lies on the edge of the village—a stretch
of shrubs and
rocky earth whose coppery color was in keeping with the US codename for the
strike,
“Operation Copper Dune.” There, Bedouins from two al-Majalah
families tended bees and put their
sheep and goats to graze. They slept in huts
made of straw and wood or of steel caging on which they
draped their tenting.[242]
The missiles struck two adjacent sets of Bedouin huts around
6 a.m. while most of the inhabitants
were sleeping.[243]
The Tomahawk is a long-range, subsonic missile that the United States has used
in major conflicts, including the two Gulf Wars and the initial air operations
in Afghanistan. The
warhead can be loaded with various types of munitions; the
model used to strike al-Majalah, the
BGM-109D, is designed to launch 166 BLU-97
“Combined Effects Bomblets,” commonly known as
cluster munitions.[244]
Only six civilians survived the strike—four children, a woman baking
bread,
and a man who had gone out to find his missing camel.
Saleh bin Fareed, a prominent tribal leader, drove to the
site from Aden fearing he could not reach it.
In Yemeni media, he said, Yemeni
government officials including then-Interior Minister Rashad alMasri were
describing the area as an impenetrable mountain enclave stashed with weapons,
“as if it
were Tora Bora.”[245]
But the site was in a valley,
not dug into the mountains, and while it was three kilometers off a dirt
road,
bin Fareed drove right up to it. Upon arrival, he said, he saw “no
evidence of a training camp
whatsoever”—only a sight so horrific
that “you could not believe your eyes”:
Goats, sheep, cows, dogs, and people, you could see their
bodies scattered everywhere,
some many meters away. The clothes of the women
and children were hanging from the
treetops with the flesh on every tree, every
rock. But you did not know if the flesh was of
human beings or animals. Some
bodies were intact but most, they melted.[246]
Video footage of the immediate aftermath shows piles of dead
or dying sheep and goats, as well as
human body parts and the charred metal
frames of the Bedouin huts.[247]
There were 30 houses in the area of the strike. All were
burned and 12 were destroyed, said Moqbil
Abu-Lukaish, a community leader who
lost 28 relatives that day.[248]
“Nothing was left but smoke
and flames,” said another witness and
relative, Awadh Saleh Medhi.[249]
Residents of al-Majalah and nearby areas gathered up the
body parts. Unable to identify which pieces

belonged to which body, they buried
them in common graves.
Many models of Tomahawks can “precisely strike
high-value targets with minimal collateral damage,”
according to its
manufacturer.[250] But
the model launched on al-Majalah is designed to spread
submunitions or bomblets
over a wide area.[251]
Moreover, the governor of Abyan at the time,
Ahmad al-Maisari, told
parliamentary investigators, “there were errors in the geographic
coordinates
and the determination of the location.” The Yemeni
parliamentary investigation into the attack, titled
Republic of Yemen, Special
Parliamentarian Investigating Committee Report On Security Events In
the
Province of Abyan, did not report who made the errors.[252]

Moqbil Abu-Lukaish sits on remnants of one of the Tomahawk
cruise missiles launched by the US
Navy that struck al-Majalah on December
17, 2009. © 2012 Farooq al-Sharani
“They hit multiple
encampments and they were only supposed to hit one,” said a Yemeni
government
official who spoke with Human Rights Watch on condition of
anonymity, “That one you could argue
was bad intelligence from the
Yemenis.”[253]
A report from state-run Saba News described the attack on
al-Majalah as part of a four-pronged
operation including a strike against an
AQAP cell in Arhab province that allegedly was in the “final
stages” of plotting to bomb the British Embassy in Sanaa. But the reports
did not say that the alleged
training camp at al-Majalah was linked to that
plot or others.[254]

Cluster Munitions Kill Four More
The cluster munitions used in the strike, BLU-97 bomblets,
are bright yellow cylinders about the size
of a large soda can. Each bomblet is
encased in steel designed to break into approximately 300
fragments capable of
piercing armor.[255] Each
Tomahawk warhead carries 166 BLU-97 bomblets.
[256]
That means that as many as 830 bomblets fell onto al-Majalah, showering the
sleeping
Bedouins, their herds, and few belongings with tens of thousands of
shards of steel. The BLU-97s also
have incendiary capabilities.[257]
Cluster munitions are inaccurate and unreliable weapons that
by their very nature pose unacceptable
dangers to civilians. They pose an
immediate threat by randomly scattering exploding submunitions
over a vast area.
And they continue to take even more civilian lives and limbs long after a
conflict has
ended, littering the landscape with landmine-like
“duds”—bomblets that fail to explode immediately
but remain
dangerous. A total of 84 countries have ratified the 2008 Convention on Cluster
Munitions,
the international treaty prohibiting the use, production,
stockpiling, and transfer of cluster munitions,
and requiring clearance of
remnants as well as assistance to victims of the weapons. Neither Yemen
nor the
United States is among them.[258]
At least four people were killed after the initial strike by
handling unexploded bomblets that had been
scattered over a 1.5-kilometer-wide
area during the strikes.[259]
Four days after the strike, on December 21, 2009, during a
massive protest rally at al-Majalah, three
more people were killed and nine
others injured by unexploded bomblets from the cluster munition
remnants.[260]
At least two people died on the scene, prompting people there to call a group
that had
driven away with some of the bomblets to warn them they could explode.
The people in the car
removed the bomblets, which they had taken as evidence,
and in doing so detonated them, killing one
other person.[261]
Residents cordoned off the area, but children nevertheless
returned to the site of the attack. On
January 24, 2012—more than two years
after the strike—a young boy brought one of the bomblets
with him when he
returned home for lunch, with deadly consequences. Mahdi, a relative who went
to
the house later that day, described what happened:
The family was eating. One of the sons was playing with the
cluster bomb. The father told
the son, “Throw the bomb away; don’t
play with it.” The son went to throw it away but he
did not throw it far
enough. The bomb exploded. There was blood and food all over the
family. The
bomb killed the father.[262]
The boy and two siblings were injured, Mahdi said.[263]
Target “Akron” Moved Freely Through Area
The main target of the strike was Saleh Muhammad Ali
al-Anbouri, commonly known as Muhammad

al-Kazami.[264]
The parliamentary report said 13 other suspected Al-Qaeda
“operatives” were killed
in the attack but it did not name them,
saying a local authority believed several names were fictitious.
[265]
Al-Kazami fought in Afghanistan in the 1980s; he was among
hundreds of Yemenis who joined the
mujahideen
with the approval of the Saleh government and tribal leaders.[266]
He was arrested in 2005 by Yemeni security forces on
suspicion of terrorism-related crimes and
served about two years in prison.[267]
Upon his release, al-Kazami returned to Abyan and ultimately
ended up in
al-Majalah, where he had relatives, and lived with his wife and four children
there. The
parliamentary report said he had pledged “to not get involved
in activities with Al-Qaeda.”[268]
According to Kill or Capture: The War on Terror and the
Soul of the Obama Presidency , by
investigative journalist Daniel Kleidman,
the US Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) had alKazami on one of its
“most-wanted terrorist” baseball cards, under the codename
“Akron.” JSOC said
he was “in the late stages of planning a terrorist
attack on the US embassy in Sanaa” and that he also
was believed to have
plotted a July 2007 suicide bombing in Yemen that killed nine people—two
Yemenis and seven Spanish tourists, Klaidman wrote.[269]
In the parliamentary report, the then-governor of Abyan
referred to al-Kazami as an “Al-Qaeda
leader” and said he was
believed to have “funneled money” and as many as 20 Saudi, Emirati
and
Pakistani Al-Qaeda members into the region, including “a Pakistani
expert in poisons and
explosives.”[270] The
Yemeni government official who spoke to Human Rights Watch on condition of
anonymity called al-Kazami “a big guy” in AQAP.[271]
Whatever his ties to violent militants, al-Kazami traveled
freely through the area upon his release
from prison, suggesting ample opportunities
for capture. Indeed, residents said his movements
required him to pass multiple
checkpoints at which security forces could have detained him.[272]
Surveillance aircraft had been flying low over the area two months before the
strike, residents said,
suggesting the authorities could track
al-Kazami’s movements.[273]
“It was possible to
reach him by using a different security method,” the parliamentary report
concluded.
Al-Majalah residents
interviewed by Human Rights Watch said they were not aware that he was
engaged
in military operations and had not seen a training camp, but added that they
could not be
sure.[274]
A provincial authority said the men were Islamist fighters.[275]
Twenty days before the
strike, six men who were not known to local residents joined al-Kazami in alMajalah
and began using hydraulic equipment and dynamite to dig a well about one
kilometer from
the area that the missiles struck. There were no wells near the
camp, creating hardships for residents,
they said.[276]

Immediately after the strike,
a group of armed, masked men appeared at the scene and removed the
bodies of
the six newcomers and several wounded men.[277]
“We'll Continue Saying the Bombs Are Ours, Not Yours”
The Obama and Saleh administrations sought to portray the
al-Majalah strike as having been carried
by the Yemeni government without
direct US participation.
On the very day of the attack, President Obama called
President Saleh to “congratulate” him on the
raids.[278]
Two weeks later, state-run Saba News published an extensive account
of the strike, which it described
as the work of Yemeni security forces,
complete with a photograph of a squadron of gleaming MiG-29s
—an attack
jet in the Yemeni Air Force arsenal that is incapable of firing Tomahawk cruise
missiles.
The report said the strike killed 34 “terrorists” and
captured 21 others in the four-pronged,
nationwide operation, nearly all from
al-Majalah. It said Yemeni authorities regretted the killing of an
unspecified
number of civilians but said their deaths were unavoidable and that they were
preparing
food for the “Al-Qaeda elements.”[279]
The Saba News report blamed the “terrorists” for
the cluster munitions, saying they “planted mines
and explosives”
to thwart investigation teams from visiting the site.[280]
Interior Minister al-Alimi reported that Yemen carried out
the attack but with “intelligence
cooperation” from the Americans
and Saudis.[281] But in
a classified January 2010 US diplomatic
cable released by Wikileaks, al-Alimi
joked about how he had “lied” to the Yemeni parliament about
US
responsibility for the attack.[282]
“We'll continue saying the bombs are ours, not
yours,” Saleh told Gen. David Petraeus, then head of
US central command,
according to the cable.[283]
In a separate cable sent four days after the strike, then-US
Ambassador Stephen A. Seche said alAlimi vowed that the Yemeni government
would “‘maintain the status quo’ with regard to the official
denial of US involvement in order to ensure additional ‘positive
operations’ against AQAP” by the
United States. The cable added
that “Alimi appeared confident that any evidence of greater US
involvement—such as US munitions found at the sites—could be
explained away as equipment
purchased from the US”[284]
The January 2010 cable suggests that US authorities were unaware
and unconcerned about the
civilian toll. When Saleh expressed concern over
civilian casualties in the strike, saying “mistakes were
made,”
General Petraeus responded that only al-Kazami’s wife and two children
were killed. “Saleh's
conversation on the civilian casualties suggests he
has not been well briefed by his advisors on the
strike,” Seche wrote.[285]

AQAP immediately sought to capitalize on the strike, showing
up at a rally on December 21, 2009, to
denounce the deaths.
“Soldiers, you should know we do not want to fight
you,” one AQAP operative bearing a Kalashnikov
declared. “There is
no problem between you and us. The problem is between us and America and its
agents. Beware taking the side of America!”[286]
US and Yemeni Government Response
The Yemeni and US governments’ response to the
civilian casualties at Al-Majalah have been
inadequate from the start. Surveillance
aircraft flew over the site after the attack and the governor of
Abyan said the
interior minister and then-President Saleh phone him about the strike two hours
after
it took place, suggesting that the Yemeni government was aware of the
civilian casualties.[287]
Yet the
authorities failed to provide even the most basic rescue assistance
such as transporting the wounded
to hospitals, helping identify the dead and
wounded, or securing the area.[288]
The parliamentary report called on the Yemeni government to investigate
and “hold accountable
those found guilty” of “mistakes that
were made causing the deaths of . . . innocent victims.” It also
called
on the Yemeni authorities to compensate victims and pay their medical bills in
a “swift manner,”
remove cluster munition remnants from the site,
and develop and bring basic services to the area.
[289]
Despite accepting the report’s findings in 2010, the Yemeni government failed
to implement its
recommendations.
Seche wrote in a diplomatic cable that al-Alimi had given
provincial authorities $100,000 to distribute
to victims’ families.[290]
The Yemeni government subsequently increased the offer to 5.5 million rials
(about
$25,000), for each civilian killed, villagers said. They said most residents
rejected the sum as
insufficient and because the authorities did not promise to
hold those responsible for the attacks to
account. Said Mahdi:
They offered us 10 Toyota Hiluxes as a down payment if we
agreed to the 5.5 million rials.
We refused. We have said to the government
from the start, we want 10 billion rials
[$51,000] compensation. We were
flexible. We could have agreed on a lower sum. But the
government refused.[291]
The villagers rebuffed government offers to clear the
cluster munition remnants, saying they feared
the authorities would do a poor
job and seek to conceal the evidence. They called for an international
team to
clear the site.[292]
In mid-2013, several of the al-Majalah families began
accepting payments from the Yemeni
authorities for property damages from the
strike. The compensation of 37 million rials ($170,000) was
divided among 10
households, averaging about $17,000 each. It does not cover the loss of homes
but
only of possessions—mostly goats, sheep, and honey bees. The
residents were continuing to demand

greater compensation for civilian deaths
and funds for medical care for the injured.[293]
The residents said they are paying medical bills for the
four children orphaned in the attack. They
include Nada Loqyah Mahdi, and Aysha
Nassar Mahdi. Human Rights Watch met the two girls and a
third child survivor,
Muhammad Ali Loqyah, in May 2013. The children, who at the time of the
interview were 5, 4, and 7, respectively, said they still have nightmares about
the attack.[294]

Nada Mobqil Loqyah, 5, with her guardian Salaha Moqbil Loqyah.
Nada was orphaned in the 2009
strike on al-Majalah. © 2013 Letta
Tayler/Human Rights Watch.
Aysha raised a hand to show a finger she lost in the airstrike.
Nada showed the gashes on her stomach
from fragments of the ordnance.
“Nada had been really healthy,” Medhi said. “Now she is very
thin
and vomits all the time. There may still be some fragments in her stomach
but we can’t afford another
operation.”[295]
Journalist who Probed Killings Detained
In February 2011, Yemeni journalist Abd al-Ilah Haidar
al-Shayi', the first journalist to file
authoritative reports on the US role in
al-Majalah, was sentenced to five years in prison on terrorismrelated charges
in proceedings that failed to meet international fair trial standards.[296]
President
Saleh pardoned Shayi’ in 2011, but he remained in prison after
President Obama called Saleh and

expressed “concern” over his
release.[297]
President Hadi on July 23, 2013, commuted the remainder of Shayi’’s
sentence to two years’ house
arrest. The State Department said the United
States was “concerned and disappointed by his early
release.”[298]
The US government never laid out specific concerns about
Shayi’. Some Yemeni observers believe
that President Obama’s
statement about the case, expressing concern at Shayi’’s release
rather than
pressing for a fair trial, has fueled anti-American resentment and
eroded confidence in US claims that
it supports democracy and rule of law in
the post-Saleh era.
On April 17, 2012, the Center for Constitutional Rights and
the American Civil Liberties Union filed a
Freedom of Information Act request
to eight US government agencies seeking information about the
al-Majalah
attack. At the time of writing that request was pending.[299]

III. International Law and US Policy
So
America is at a crossroads. We must define the nature and scope of this
struggle, or
else it will define us.”
– US President Barack Obama referring to hostilities
with Al-Qaeda and “affiliated
groups,” May 23, 2013
General Legal Considerations
Since the attacks of September 11, 2001, the US government
has carried out hundreds of armed
attacks against alleged terrorists in several
countries. These so-called targeted killings have been
defined as deliberate
lethal attacks by government forces, under the color of law, against a specific
individual not in custody.[300] Many
of these attacks have been carried out by remotely piloted
aircraft–drones–but that is not a necessary component of a targeted
killing. The conduct of these
operations has raised serious concerns about the
US government’s compliance with and commitment
to international
humanitarian law (the laws of war), and international human rights law.[301]
President Obama and senior members of his administration
have on various occasions asserted that
its program of lethal attacks has been
in full accordance with US and international law.[302] However,
they have failed to provide a clear legal justification for targeted killings
or respond to apparent
violations of international law in individual attacks.
The Obama administration asserts that it has the authority
to carry out targeted killings against
members of Al-Qaeda and largely
undefined “associated forces”— including AQAP—because
it is in an
ongoing armed conflict with those groups.[303]
It claims authority under US law through the 2001
Authorization for the Use of
Military Force (AUMF), which Congress passed in the wake of the
September 11
attacks, as well as international humanitarian law and the right to
self-defense.[304]
The lawfulness of a targeted killing hinges in part on the
applicable international law, which is
determined by the context in which the
attack takes place. The laws of war are applicable during
armed conflicts,
whether between states or between a state and a non-state armed group. The laws
of
war are found in the Geneva Conventions of 1949[305]
and their two Additional Protocols,[306] the
1907 Hague Regulations,[307] and
the customary laws of war.[308] International
human rights law is
applicable at all times, but it may be superseded by the
laws of war during armed conflict. It can be
found in multinational
conventions such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights[309]
and in authoritative standards such as the Basic Principles on the Use of Force
and
Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials.[310]
For the laws of war to apply to fighting between the United
States and Al-Qaeda or other non-state
armed groups, the hostilities must reach
the level of an armed conflict as defined by international law.
Drawing on the
Geneva Conventions of 1949, rulings of international criminal courts and other

sources, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has articulated
the following conditions
for an armed conflict between a state and an armed
group (or between two armed groups), known as a
non-international armed
conflict:
First, the hostilities must reach a minimum level of
intensity. This may be the case, for example, when
the hostilities are of a
collective character or when the government is obliged to use military force
against the insurgents, instead of mere police forces.
Second, nongovernmental groups involved in the conflict must
be considered as “parties to the
conflict,” meaning that they
possess organized armed forces. This means for example that these forces
have
to be under a certain command structure and have the capacity to sustain
military operations.
[311]
This standard is based on the facts on the ground, not the
subjective views of the involved parties.
[312]
Absent an armed conflict, international human rights law
requires forces in operations against
terrorist suspects to apply law
enforcement standards.[313] As
discussed below, these standards do
not prohibit the use of lethal force, but
limit its use to situations in which the loss of human life is
imminent and
less extreme means, such as capture or non-lethal incapacitation, would be
insufficient.
Under this standard, individuals cannot be targeted for lethal
attack solely because of past unlawful
behavior but only for posing imminent or
other grave threats to life when arrest is not a reasonable
possibility.
Legal Framework for the US in Yemen
The fighting between the Yemeni government and AQAP has since
at least 2011 reached the level of
an armed conflict, though pinpointing the
start of that conflict is difficult. Whether there is a distinct
armed conflict
between the US and AQAP is less clear.
The US government has acknowledged that it provides the
Yemeni government with weapons,
training and intelligence to confront AQAP, but
it has not claimed to be a party alongside the Yemeni
government to the
Yemen-AQAP conflict. Obama has said instead that the United States does not
carry out attacks against individuals in Yemen unless they pose a direct threat
to the United States or
its interests.[314] According
to then-US counterterrorism advisor John Brennan:
So while we [the US] have aided Yemen, the Yemeni
government, in building their capacity
to deal with an AQAP insurgency that
exists on the ground there, we’re not involved in
working with the Yemeni
government in terms of direct action or lethal action as part of
that
insurgency.[315]
In those instances in which the United States acts as a party
to the armed conflict between the Yemeni
government and AQAP, US military
actions would fall within the laws of war. However, the

administration asserts
that it is only responding to a threat to the United States, suggesting it does
not
consider itself a party to the Yemen-AQAP conflict. Under that rationale,
the US government should
be applying a war model to its actions only if there
is a genuine armed conflict between the US and
AQAP, which is not evident. Otherwise
the United States needs to be acting in accordance with the
higher threshold
for the use of force under applicable law enforcement standards found in
international human rights law.[316]
Laws of War
The fundamental tenets of the laws of war are "civilian
immunity" and "distinction." Parties to a
conflict are required
to distinguish at all times between combatants and civilians, and to direct
attacks
only against combatants and other military objectives. Deliberate
attacks on civilians and civilian
objects are strictly prohibited.[317]
Also prohibited are attacks that cannot or do not discriminate
between combatants
and civilians,[318] or in
which the expected loss of civilian life or property is
disproportionate to the
anticipated military gain of the attack.[319]
Therefore, not all attacks that
cause civilian deaths violate the laws of war,
only those that target civilians, are indiscriminate or
cause disproportionate
civilian loss.
Military objectives consist of combatants and "those
objects which by their nature, location, or purpose
make an effective
contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture
or
neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite
military advantage."[320]
Combatants
include members of armed groups who are directly participating in hostilities. They
would
include individuals actively planning or directing future military
operations, but not mere recruiters or
propagandists who have no military
operational role. Civilians may only be deliberately attacked when
and for that
time they are “directly participating in the hostilities.”[321]
In the conduct of military operations, warring parties must
take constant care to spare the civilian
population and civilian objects from
the effects of hostilities, and are required to take precautionary
measures
with a view to avoiding, and in any event minimizing, incidental loss of
civilian life, injury to
civilians, and damage to civilian objects. These
precautions include: doing everything feasible to verify
that the objects to be
attacked are military objectives and not civilians or civilian objects[322];
taking
all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of warfare
to minimize loss of civilian
life[323]; and
doing everything feasible to cancel or suspend an attack if it becomes apparent
that a
target is not a military objective or would result in disproportionate
civilian loss.[324]
The laws of war also place obligations on warring parties to
take steps to minimize harm to civilians.
These include: avoiding locating
military objectives within or near densely populated areas[325];
endeavoring to remove the civilian population from the vicinity of military
objectives[326]; and
not
deliberately seeking to prevent attacks on one's forces by using them as
"human shields."[327]
At least four of the strikes detailed in this report were
carried out by remotely piloted aircraft, or
drones. The use of drones rather
than manned aircraft does not directly affect the legal analysis of a

particular attack. Drones, with their weaponry of missiles and laser-guided
bombs, are not illegal
under the laws of war—they can be used lawfully or
unlawfully depending on the circumstances. When
used appropriately,
drones’ enhanced surveillance capabilities and ability to linger for long
periods
may help remote operators distinguish valid military targets from
civilians who are immune from
attack. As with other aerial attacks, drone
operations may be hampered by poor intelligence or a
failure to minimize the
risk of civilian harm.[328]
US statements and actions indicate that US forces are
applying an overly broad definition of
“combatant” in targeted attacks,
for example by designating persons as lawful targets based on their
merely
being members, rather than having military operational roles, in the armed
group.[329]
Individuals who accompany or support an organized armed group, but whose
activities are unrelated
to military operations, are not lawful military targets
under the laws of war. Thus members of an
armed group who play a political role
or a non-military logistics function cannot be targeted on that
basis alone.
The reported practice of so-called signature strikes in
Yemen, based on observation of certain alleged
patterns of behavior and other
“signatures,” also expands the notion of target beyond laws-of-war
requirements.[330] The
laws of war do not require that the name or identity of a target be known.
But
they do require knowledge about an individual’s participation in
hostilities. Carrying out signature
strikes increases the risk that civilians
may be targeted, despite the obligation under the laws of war to
presume an
individual is a civilian unless determined to be a valid military objective.
International Human Rights Law
International human rights law provides every person with
the inherent right to life.[331] It
permits
the use of lethal force outside of armed conflict situations only if it
is strictly and directly necessary to
save human life. In particular, the use
of lethal force is lawful only where there is an imminent threat
to life and
less extreme means, such as capture or non-lethal incapacitation, are
insufficient to address
that threat.
The United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and
Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials
provides that the “intentional
lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in
order to
protect life.” This standard permits using firearms only in
self-defense or defense of others
“against the imminent threat of death
or serious injury” or “to prevent the perpetration of a
particularly serious crime involving grave threat to life” and
“only when less extreme means are
insufficient to achieve these
objectives.”[332] Under
this standard, individuals cannot be targeted for
lethal attack merely because
of past unlawful behavior, but only for imminent or other grave threats
to life
when arrest is not a reasonable possibility.
If the United States targets individuals based on overly
elastic interpretations of the imminent threat
to life that they pose, these
killings may amount to an extrajudicial execution, a violation of the right to
life and basic due process.

Failure to Investigate and Provide Redress
States participating in an armed conflict have a duty to
investigate serious violations of the laws of
war. The Geneva Conventions state
that “[t]he High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to
ensure
respect for the present Convention in all circumstances.”[333] Where
there is credible
evidence that an attack has violated the laws of war, the
responsible state party is obligated to
investigate for possible war crimes and
appropriately prosecute the perpetrators, or extradite them
for prosecution
elsewhere.[334]
A warring party is obligated to provide redress for the loss
or injury caused by a violation of the laws
of war.[335]
The US government’s unwillingness to admit to, let alone provide any
information on
specific targeted attacks, has deprived victims of unlawful
attacks and their families any meaningful
right to redress.
In recent years, some military forces deployed abroad,
including US-led coalitions in Iraq and
Afghanistan, have offered public
expressions of regret and provided “condolence payments” to
civilian
victims of attacks without reference to fault, recognizing that
mishandling of a strike’s aftermath can
exacerbate animosity over casualties.[336]
Although those civilian compensation systems are
imperfect, they provide
concrete assistance and some measure of emotional redress.[337]
The right to remedy is also recognized under international
human rights law.[338] Where
there is
evidence that a targeted killing might have violated international
human rights standards, a state also
has an obligation to investigate.[339]
Beyond these general provisions, some instruments provide a
specific mandate to
international and regional courts to award reparations and compensation for
human
rights violations.[340]
Human Rights Watch is unaware of the US providing condolence
payments to civilian victims or their
families in Yemen. In response to a
Freedom of Information Act request, the US military Central
Command told the
investigative news service ProPublica that it has 33 pages of material related
to
“condolence payments” in Yemen. But Central Command refused to
release or describe the
documents.[341]
Obama’s May 2013 Policy Guidelines
In response to mounting calls for transparency about the
targeted killing program, President Obama
on May 23, 2013 outlined steps that
he said his administration takes or will take before targeting an
individual
for attack.[342] 
Along with the speech, the White House released a Fact Sheet
“summarizing” a classified Presidential Policy Guidance on targeted
killings that Obama had signed
one day earlier.[343]
The speech and fact sheet did not adequately explain the
legal rationale for the targeted killings. Nor
did they address the lawfulness
of specific strikes.[344] In
broad terms, however, the policies unveiled
in the president’s speech and
in the fact sheet suggest a policy that is reflective of the higher threshold

for the use of lethal force under international human rights law than the laws
of war require. That is,
the standards articulated go beyond the requirement of
the laws of war. This may be indicative of a
shift within the US administration
from an armed conflict approach to a law enforcement approach in
operations
against alleged terrorists. However, the administration has not referred to
international
human rights law with respect to these policies, and spoke in
terms of meeting policy guidelines, not
adhering to law.
The president’s speech and the fact sheet did not
specify which policies had already been implemented
and which were being
implemented in the future.[345] In
addition, the White House refused to
publicly release the Presidential Policy
Guidance, the document on which the fact sheet purportedly
was based.
None of the six strikes investigated by Human Rights Watch
for this report appear to have complied
with the administration’s
guidelines. Less clear is whether that is because the standards the
administration unveiled in May 2013 were not in effect at the time or because
US military forces failed
to apply them.
The following five standards are drawn from Obama’s
May 23 statement and the White House Fact
Sheet:
No Civilian Casualties.The administration said that targeted strikes are only made when there is
“near-certainty that no civilians will be killed or injured.” In an
apparent reference to so-called
signature strikes, based on individuals’
patterns of behavior, the Fact Sheet asserted that, “it is not
the
case that all military-aged males in the vicinity of a target are deemed to be
combatants”
[emphasis in the original].

In at least four of the targeted killings detailed in this report, Human Rights
Watch found that civilians
were present at the strike location and were killed.
In two cases the civilians included women and
children. In the other two cases
the civilians were young men.
Ensure Target is Present. The White House Fact Sheet said there must be a
“near-certainty” that
the target is present.
In one of the targeted killings detailed in this report, the target was not in
the vicinity of the strike,
which killed 12 civilians.
Capture When Feasible.
Obama said that the US does not carry out targeted killings when capture
is
feasible. “Our preference is always to detain, interrogate, and
prosecute” targets, he said. The Fact
Sheet said capture “offers
the best opportunity to gather meaningful intelligence and to mitigate and
disrupt terrorist plots.”

In three of the cases detailed in this report, the evidence strongly suggests
that capture of the target
was feasible in areas under government control.
Target Must Pose an
Imminent Threat. Obama said the United States only carries out strikes

against those who pose a “continuing and imminent threat to the American
people,” and does not
target anyone to “punish” them for past
deeds.
The meaning of the phrase “continuing and imminent threat” is not
clear. In none of the cases has the
administration sought to provide evidence that
the target posed an imminent threat to life, the law
enforcement standard.
Compensate Civilians. In February 2013, then-White House counterterrorism chief and current
CIA
director, John Brennan said that in the “rare instances” in which
civilians are killed in targeted
killings, the government carries out reviews
of the strikes. “Where possible, we also work with local
governments to
gather facts and, if appropriate, provide condolence payments to families of
those
killed,” he said.[346]
Human Rights Watch found no evidence of US post-strike investigations to verify
the extent of civilian
casualties. The Yemeni authorities began payments to
some civilians in the cases described in this
report after Human Rights Watch
and other organizations raised concerns with the United States and
Yemen about
the failure to compensate. However if the United States contributed to such
payments it
has not made that information public.
Armed Conflict Over with Al-Qaeda?
It is not evident that the US remains in an armed conflict
with either Al-Qaeda or AQAP as defined by
international humanitarian law.
Since taking office, President Obama has disavowed the notion of a
“global war on terror,” perhaps out of recognition that an armed
conflict paradigm did not accurately
reflect each and every situation in which
the United States encountered Al-Qaeda or other armed
groups. The sporadic
and smaller scale of operations against US targets by these groups in the 12
years since the attacks of September 11, 2001, further diminishes the legal relevance
of the war
model.
In his speech at the National Defense University on May 23,
2013, Obama put forward legal and policy
rationales for using force in various
ways, yet he never explained why he believed a war paradigm was
still
applicable in many areas where the United States is using force in its
counterterrorism efforts.
It is not apparent that there is “protracted armed
violence” between the United States and either AlQaeda or AQAP at a
sufficient level of intensity to qualify as armed conflict. As Obama noted,
“There
have been no large-scale attacks on the United States, and our
homeland is more secure.”
While the deployment of military forces by a state against a
non-state armed group is a factor in
determining whether an armed conflict
exists, the genuine need to use that level of force is crucial;
otherwise a
state could turn any criminal activity into a “war”— indeed,
any criminal into a military
target—simply by responding with high levels
of force.

IV. Recommendations
To the Government of the United States
To the Obama Administration
Explain the full legal basis on which the US
carries out targeted killings, including the attacks detailed
in this report.
Conduct prompt, thorough, and impartial
investigations into all cases where targeted strikes may have
resulted in
unlawful killings. Make public the findings and seek disciplinary measures or criminal
prosecutions as appropriate.
Publicly clarify all policy guidelines for
targeted killings. Make public, to the extent possible,
government documents
that set forth these standards, including the Presidential Policy Guidance on
targeted attacks of May 2013; disclose when each standard went into effect.
Ensure that all targeted killings conducted
during armed conflict situations are in accordance with the
laws of war,
including by taking all feasible precautions to minimize harm to civilians.
Outside of armed
conflict situations, use lethal force only when absolutely
necessary to protect human life in accordance
with international human rights
law.
Review pre-strike and post-strike assessment
procedures, and implement appropriate changes in
order reduce, track,
investigate, and publicly report on all incidents of civilian casualties as
effectively
as possible. Post-strike material that should be made public
includes US video footage of the strikes.
Implement a system of prompt and meaningful
compensation for civilian loss of life, injury, and
property damage from
unlawful attacks, in coordination with governments in countries where the
strikes take place. To address the backlash from targeted killings causing
civilian harm, the US should
institute a system of condolence or ex-gratia
payments for losses in which there is no assumption of
liability such as the
one instituted by the US and other NATO forces in Afghanistan.
Sign and ratify without delay the 2008
Convention on Cluster Munitions; even prior to ratification,
abide by its
prohibitions, including on cluster munitions use, clearance of cluster munition
remnants,
and assistance for victims of the weapons.
Abide by US policy enunciated by President
Obama on May 23, 2013, that, where feasible, “always …
detain” rather than kill a target, and strike only when there is
“near-certainty” that the target is
present and that civilians will
not be harmed.
Promptly transfer command of all targeted
killing operations from the CIA to the US military.
To the US Congress
Appropriate congressional committees should conduct
impartial investigations into the targeted
killings documented in this report,
as well as into other potentially unlawful targeted killings carried
out by the
United States in Yemen, Pakistan, Somalia and elsewhere. The investigations
should
incorporate classified and unclassified information, and provide full
sharing of all relevant information
among investigatory committees. The
committees should report publicly on their findings, including
any evidence of
human rights violations.
To the Government of Yemen

Ensure that all targeted
killings in Yemen during armed conflict situations, whether conducted by
Yemeni or US forces, accord with the laws of war, including the
fundamental requirement that
combatants take all feasible precautions to
minimize harm to civilians. Outside of armed conflict
situations, ensure
that Yemeni and US forces use lethal force only when absolutely necessary
to
protect human life in accordance with international human rights law.
Implement a system of prompt
and meaningful compensation for civilian loss of life, injury, and
property damage from wrongful strikes. Coordinate compensation with the
United States in instances
of attacks carried out with US forces.
Seek the release of Hafizallah al-Kulaibi
and his son Barq al-Kulaibi, the father and son taken captive
by AQAP following
the drone strike that killed Adnan al-Qadhi, a suspected local AQAP leader, in
Beit
al-Ahmar. Investigate reports that the son was unlawfully recruited by Yemeni
military officers to
facilitate a targeted killing. Investigate and prosecute
as appropriate those responsible for recruiting
any children under age 18.
Conduct
transparent and impartial investigations into credible allegations of
laws-of-war violations in
Yemen. Make public the findings and include
recommendations for disciplinary measures or criminal
prosecutions where
violations are found.
Sign and ratify without delay
the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions; even prior to ratification,
abide by its prohibitions, including on cluster munitions use, clearance
of cluster munition remnants,
and assistance for victims of the weapons.
Promptly confirm and set dates for a visit to Yemen by the
UN special rapporteur on extrajudicial,
summary, or arbitrary executions, to
which the government of Yemen already has agreed in principle.
To the Friends of Yemen
Call on the US and Yemeni governments to ensure that all military
operations, including targeted
killings, comply with international law,
and to implement all recommendations listed above.
To United Nations Bodies and Mechanisms including
the General Assembly, Human
Rights Council, and Special Rapporteurs on Extra-Judicial
Executions and Countering
Terrorism
UN
member states should call on the US and Yemeni governments to
ensure that all military
operations, including targeted killings, comply
with international law, and to implement all
recommendations listed above.
The
special rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary and arbitrary executions of the
Human Rights
Council should devote
substantial attention to the issue of targeted killings in Yemen during
his next
visit to the country, and should recommend to the Human Rights Council the concrete
steps Yemen
and the US should take to fulfil their international legal
obligations, with a request that the Council
recommend in a timely manner a
follow-up report from the special rapporteur to assess progress on
these
steps.
The Human Rights Council should support the existing inquiry into targeted killings
of the special
rapporteur on the promotion and protection of
human rights and fundamental freedoms while
countering terrorism, which is
to conclude in March 2014. If after that date there is a need for further

inquiries, the Human Rights Council should consider establishing an independent, impartial,
international investigation into US
targeted killings in Yemen and elsewhere.
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201 3).

[1 1 1 ]
V i deo of Muhammad A l i Sal eh, a c ousi n of al -Radmi , speak i ng on May 1 7 , 201 3 to
a c r ow d i n Bai t al -Yahoodi , a haml et i n W essab near the si te of the str i k e,
tak en b y W adah al -Qadhi . Copy on f i l e w i th Human Ri ghts W atc h.

[1 1 2]
See “Yemen mi l i tants k i l l ed i n U .S. dr one str i k e: gov er nment
of f i c i al ,” Reuter s, A pr i l 1 7 , 201 3, http://new s.y ahoo.c om/y emen-mi l i tants-k i l l ed-u-dr onestr i k e-gov er nment-of f i c i al -21 58027 81 .html 
and “Fi v e Dead i n Suspec ted Yemen Dr one Str i k e,” A ustr al i an
A ssoc i ated Pr ess, A pr i l 1 8, 201 3,
http://w w w .her al dsun.c om.au/new s/b r eak i ng-new s/f i v e-dead-i n-suspec ted-y emen-dr one-str i k e/stor y -e6f r f 7 k 6-1 2266231 7 4250
(b oth ac c essed Jul y 1 6, 201 3).

[1 1 3]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Yemeni gov er nment of f i c i al , Septemb er 201 3.
Human Ri ghts W atc h i s w i thhol di ng f ur ther detai l s at the
i nter v i ew ee’s
r equest.

[1 1 4]
The Yemeni author i ti es hav e r epeatedl y c l ai med Qasi m al -Ray mi w as k i l l ed i n a
dr one str i k e b ut l oc al jour nal i sts sai d he i s sti l l al i v e and appear ed at an
A QA P c er emony attended b y medi a i n 201 2.

[1 1 5] N asser 
A r r ab y ee, “Yemen 'Tor a Por a' [si c ] under f i r e of U S dr ones f or f i r st
ti me,” b l og, A pr i l 4, 201 3, http://nar r ab y ee-e.b l ogspot.c om/201 3/04/y emen-tor apor a-under -f i r e-of -us-dr ones.html 
(ac c essed June 1 0, 201 3), and “ ‘Democ r ac y ’ i n spi te of the
peopl e,” Al-Ah ram Week ly , May 1 , 201 3.

[1 1 6]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th al -Far i mi and a W essab sec ur i ty of f i c i al ,
June 1 1 , 201 3.

[1 1 7 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th W essab sec ur i ty of f i c i al , June 1 1 , 201 3.

[1 1 8]
In 2007 , Yemen's 22 mi l l i on c i ti zens possessed appr ox i matel y 1 1 mi l l i on
f i r ear ms, b ut the numb er c oul d b e as l ow as 6 mi l l i on or as hi gh as 1 7 mi l l i on,
ac c or di ng to Smal l A r ms Sur v ey , the Genev a-b ased i ndependent ar ms moni tor i ng
gr oup. Yemen’s c ur r ent popul ati on i s 25 mi l l i on. See Smal l A r ms Sur v ey , Fault
lines : Trac k ing arm ed v iolenc e in Yem en, May 201 0, p. 5 and f ootnote 64, http://w w w .smal l ar mssur v ey .or g/f oc us-pr ojec ts/y emen-ar med-v i ol enc eassessment.html 
(ac c essed Jul y 20, 201 3). A r ti c l e 9 of Law N o. 40 of 1 992, On Regul ati ng
Car r y i ng Fi r ear ms and A mmuni ti ons and Thei r Tr ade, estab l i shes the
r i ght to ow n
f i r ear ms f or sel f -def ense.

[1 1 9]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th f i v e A QA P ex per ts i n Sanaa and N ew Yor k ,
A pr i l -June 201 3.

[1 20]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th a f r i end of al -Radmi ’s, W essab , June
1 1 , 201 3.

[1 21 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Yemeni gov er nment of f i c i al , Septemb er 201 3.
Human Ri ghts W atc h i s w i thhol di ng f ur ther detai l s at the
i nter v i ew ee’s
r equest.

[1 22]
Pr esi dent Hadi or der ed the Repub l i c an Guar d di sb anded i n Dec emb er 201 2; the
pr oc ess w as c ompl eted w eek s b ef or e al -al -Radmi ’s death.

[1 23]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th l oc al r esi dents, W essab , June 1 1 -1 2, 201 3.

[1 24]
Far ea al -Musl i mi , “My V i l l age w as A ttac k ed b y U S Dr ones i n Yemen,” Al-Monitor,
A pr i l 1 8, 201 3, http://w w w .al moni tor .c om/pul se/or i gi nal s/201 3/04/y emen-v i l l age-dr one-attac k -w essab .html 
(ac c essed A pr i l 1 8, 201 3).

[1 25]
Ib i d.

[1 26]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th al -Far i mi , June 1 1 , 201 3.

[1 27 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th al -Magdi shi , June 1 1 , 201 3.

[1 28]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Daer ,
June 1 2, 201 3.

[1 29]
Human Ri ghts W atc h w as not ab l e to r eac h r el ati v es of the sec ond b ody guar d,
Ghazi al -Emad.

[1 30]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew ed f our r el ati v es of the tw o c i v i l i ans k i l l ed,
i nc l udi ng tw o w ho w er e w i th the v i c ti ms i mmedi atel y b ef or e the str i k e. W e
al so
i nter v i ew ed thr ee Yemeni jour nal i sts and thr ee pol i ti c al anal y sts ab out the
attac k , and r ev i ew ed photos of the or dnanc e and w r ec k age f r om the sc ene.

[1 31 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th Muhammad al -Qaw l i , b r other of str i k e v i c ti m
Sal i m al -Qaw l i , and Hussai n Jami l al -Qaw l i , f ather of str i k e v i c ti m
Al i 
al -Qaw l i , Sanaa, Septemb er 23, 201 3.

[1 32]
Ib i d.

[1 33]“U .S. dr one str i k e k i l l s f our suspec ted
mi l i tants, one c i v i l i an i n Capi tal ,” Yem en Obs erv er,
Januar y 26, 201 3, http://w w w .y ob ser v er .c om/f r ontpage/1 0022401 .html 
(ac c essed Jul y 23, 201 3). In ear l y r epor ts, many medi a er r oneousl y r epor ted at
l east f i v e dead and desc r i b ed most as “mi l i tants.”

[1 34]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th A b dul l ah A hmad Jami l , 26, and A b dul l ah A hmad
Muhammad Sal eh Jami l al -Qaw l i , r el ati v es of the tw o al -Qaw l i
c ousi ns k i l l ed i n
the str i k e, Sanaa, A pr i l 26, 201 3.

[1 35]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Muhammad al -Qaw l i , A pr i l 23, 201 3.

[1 36] Ib i d.

[1 37 ]
Ib i d.

[1 38]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Muhammad al -Qaw l i and Hussai n Jami l al -Qaw l i ,
Septemb er 23, 201 3.

[1 39]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Muhammad al -Qaw l i , Septemb er 23, 201 3.

[1 40] A 
c opy of the Mi ni str y of Inter i or l etter i s on f i l e w i th Human Ri ghts W atc h.

[1 41 ]See “Bei t al -A hmar ” c hapter f or detai l s on
that str i k e.

[1 42]
Dani el Ohman and Lotten Col l i n,“Innoc ent peopl e ar e k i l l ed i n U S dr one
attac k s,” Sv er i gesr adi o, Mar c h 22, 201 3,
(ahttp://sv er i gesr adi o.se/si da/ar ti k el .aspx ?pr ogr ami d=83&ar ti k el =5481 640%20
c c essed Jul y 23, 201 3).
tp://sv er i gesr adi o.se/si da/ar ti k el .aspx ?
pr ogr ami d=83&ar ti k el =5481 640 (ac c essed
8 May 201 3).

[1 43]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Muhammad al -Qaw l i , A pr i l 23, 201 3.

[1 44]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Hi my ar al -Qadhi , Sanaa, A pr i l 20, 201 3. Marh aba
l i ter al l y means “God’s l ov e” b ut i n A r ab i c i s used as to say 
“Hel l o”
or “W el c ome.”

[1 45]
See, e.g., “MPs demand to i ssue ex pl i c i t atti tude tow ar ds U S
dr ones,” Yem en Pos t, N ov emb er 1 3 201 2 (ac c essed Jul y 21 , 201 3).One Yemeni of f i c i al desc r i b ed
the
attac k as "a Yemeni -U .S. joi nt ai r str i k e oper ati on," b ut another 
of f i c i al sai d that "the r ai d w as not c ar r i ed out b y any Yemeni w ar pl ane.
See “U S dr one
str i k e near Yemeni c api tal k i l l s A QA P c ommander ,” Th e
Long War Journal, N ov emb er 8, 201 2,

http://w w w .l ongw ar jour nal .or g/ar c hi v es/201 2/1 1 /us_dr one_str i k e_near .php#i x zz2ZnHQsSCf .

[1 46] Sc ott
Shane, “Yemen’s Leader Pr ai ses U .S. Dr one Str i k es,” New 
York Tim es Septemb er 29, 201 2,

http://w w w .ny ti mes.c om/201 2/09/29/w or l d/mi ddl eeast/y emens-l eader -pr esi dent-hadi -pr ai ses-us-dr one-str i k es.html ?_r =0
(ac c essed Jul y 20, 201 3).

[1 47 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th f our r el ati v es and one w i tness, Sanaa, A pr i l 
20 and 24, 201 3.

[1 48]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th A r af at A l i Maqsa, Sanaa, A pr i l 24, 201 3.

[1 49]
See the “Yemen and A l -Qaeda” c hapter of thi s r epor t f or mor e
i nf or mati on on A f ghani stan, as w el l as Johnsen, Th e Las t Refuge, N or ton,
N ov emb er 201 2, pp.
3-1 8.

[1 50]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th A b d al -Razzaq A hmad al -Jamal , Sanaa, May 8,
201 3.

[1 51 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Hi my ar al -Qadhi , A pr i l 20, 201 3.

[1 52]
Yemen Pr of i l e: Ti mel i ne/A l Qaeda i n A c ti on, BBC N ew s, http://w w w .b b c .c o.uk /new s/w or l d-mi ddl e-east-1 47 04951 
(ac c essed Jul y 29, 201 3).

[1 53]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew , Sanaa, A pr i l 201 3. Human Ri ghts W atc h i s
w i thhol di ng the i nter v i ew ee’s name and other detai l s to pr otec t agai nst
potenti al r epr i sal . See al so “A r my w i thout A r senal ,” Yem en Fox, A pr i l 
20, 201 3, http://w w w .y emenf ox .net/npr i nt.php?si d=61 67 
(ac c essed A ugust 30, 201 3).

[1 54]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th A b d al -Sal am Muhammad, Pr esi dent of the A b aad
Studi es and Resear c h Center , Sanaa, A pr i l 24, 201 3.

[1 55]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th 1 2 Yemeni pol i ti c al and sec ur i ty anal y sts,
as w el l as 3 Yemeni sec ur i ty f or c e memb er s and 1 0 Yemeni and W ester n
jour nal i sts w ho tr ac k A QA P, Sanaa, A pr i l -May 201 3.

Ther e i s pr ec edent f or the U S k i l l i ng an enemy of an
al l y i n ex c hange f or k i l l i ng i ts ow n per c ei v ed enemi es i n the al l y ’s
ter r i tor y . The New York Tim es has
r epor ted that a CIA dr one str i k e i n
Pak i stan i n 2004 k i l l ed N ek Muhammad, an al l y of the Tal i b an w ho l ed a tr i b al 
r eb el l i on agai nst the state, i n ex c hange f or
per mi ssi on to enter Pak i stani ai r 
spac e to c ar r y out dr one str i k es agai nst i ts ow n tar gets. See Mar k Mazzetti ,
“A Sec r et Deal on Dr ones, Seal ed i n Bl ood,” New
York Tim es ,
A pr i l 6, 201 3, http://w w w .ny ti mes.c om/201 3/04/07 /w or l d/asi a/or i gi ns-of -c i as-not-so-sec r et-dr one-w ar -i n-pak i stan.html ?pagew anted=al l 
(ac c essed
Oc tob er 1 0, 201 3).

[1 56]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th A b dul ghani al -Ir y ani . A l -Ir y ani ser v es on
Human Ri ghts W atc h’s Mi ddl e East and N or th A f r i c a adv i sor y b oar d.

[1 57 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th f our r el ati v es of al -Qadhi , A pr i l 24, 201 3.

[1 58] Jef f r ey 
Fl ei shman and Ken Di l ani an, “U s Dr one Str ategy i s Fr aught w i th
Per i l ,” Los Angeles Tim es , Dec emb er 25, 201 2,
http://ar ti c l es.l ati mes.c om/201 2/dec /25/w or l d/l a-f g-y emen-dr ones-qaeda-201 21 225
(ac c essed Jul y 22, 201 3).

[1 59] A t
the ti me of w r i ti ng, Pr esi dent Hadi had di sb anded b oth the Repub l i c an Guar d and
the Fi r st A r mor ed Di v i si on, appoi nti ng Gener al al -A hmar as hi s
spec i al mi l i tar y 
adv i sor , and Gener al A hmed A l i as the Yemen amb assador to the U ni ted A r ab 
Emi r ates.

[1 60]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th al -Bok ai r i , A pr i l 25, 201 3.

[1 61 ] A dam
Bar on, “Fami l y , nei ghb or s of Yemeni k i l l ed b y U .S. dr one w onder w hy he
w asn’t tak en al i v e,” Mc Cl atc hy N ew spaper s, N ov emb er 28, 201 2,
http://w w w .mc c l atc hy dc .c om/201 2/1 1 /28/v -pr i nt/1 7 57 94/f ami l y -nei ghb or s-of -y emeni -k i l l ed.html 
(ac c essed Jul y 23, 201 3).

[1 62]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th 1 2 Yemeni pol i ti c al and sec ur i ty anal y sts,
as w el l as 3 Yemeni sec ur i ty f or c e memb er s and 1 0 Yemeni and W ester n
jour nal i sts w ho tr ac k A QA P, Sanaa, A pr i l -May 201 3.

[1 63] Human
Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Hi my ar al -Qadhi , A pr i l 20, 201 3. A c opy of the
c ompl ai nt i s on f i l e w i th Human Ri ghts W atc h.

[1 64]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th al -Jamal , Sanaa, May 8, 201 3.

[1 65]
A c opy of the v i deo w i th Engl i sh-l anguage sub ti tl es i s posted on
Ji hadol ogy .net, a c l ear i nghouse on Isl ami st mi l i tanc y :
http://ji hadol ogy .net/201 3/04/1 9/al -mal a%E1 %B8%A 5i m-medi a-pr esents-a-new -v i deo-message-f r om-al -qai dah-i n-the-ar ab i an-peni nsul a-the-spi der -w eb /
(ac c essed Jul y 21 , 201 3).

[1 66]
Ib i d.

[1 67 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h emai l ex c hange w i th a sour c e c l ose to Yemeni i ntel l i genc e
ser v i c es, Jul y 22, 201 3.

[1 68]
Johnsen, “Di d an 8-Year -Ol d Spy f or A mer i c a?” A ugust 1 4, 201 3, http://w w w .theatl anti c .c om/magazi ne/ar c hi v e/201 3/09/di d-an-8-y ear -ol d-spy -f or amer i c a/309429/4/
(ac c essed A ugust 1 5, 201 3).

[1 69]
Ib i d.

[1 7 0]
See “A l -Masnaah” c hapter i n thi s r epor t.

[1 7 1 ]
Johnsen, “Di d an 8-Year -Ol d Spy f or A mer i c a?” Atlantic Month ly ,
A ugust 1 4, 201 3.

[1 7 2]
Common A r ti c l e 3(1 ) to the f our Genev a Conv enti ons of 1 949.

[1 7 3] Inter nati onal 
humani tar i an l aw pr ohi b i ts any r ec r ui tment of c hi l dr en under the age of 1 5 or 
thei r par ti c i pati on i n hosti l i ti es b y nati onal ar med f or c es
and non-state ar med
gr oups. Pr otoc ol II, ar t. 4(3). See al so the Conv enti on on the Ri ghts of the
Chi l d on the i nv ol v ement of c hi l dr en i n ar med c onf l i c t, w hi c h
pr ohi b i ts any 
f or c ed r ec r ui tment or c onsc r i pti on of c hi l dr en under 1 8 b y gov er nment f or c es,
and the par ti c i pati on of c hi l dr en under 1 8 i n ac ti v e hosti l i ti es
b y any par ty .
Opti onal Pr otoc ol to the Conv enti on on the Ri ghts of the Chi l d on the
i nv ol v ement of c hi l dr en i n ar med c onf l i c ts (CRC Opti onal Pr otoc ol ), G.A .
Res.
54/263, A nnex I, 54 U .N . GA OR Supp. (N o. 49) at 7 , U .N . Doc . A /54/49, V ol . III
(2000), enter ed i nto f or c e Feb r uar y 1 2, 2002, ar ts. 1 -4.

[1 7 4]
Per f i dy i nv ol v es f ei gni ng c i v i l i an or other non-c omb atant status i n or der to
c ar r y out an attac k , and amounts to a w ar c r i me. See ICRC, Cus tom ary 
I nternational Hum anitarian Law , Rul e 65, c i ti ng Pr otoc ol I, ar t. 37 (1 ).

[1 7 5]
See Mi c hael Cotti er , i n Otto Tr i f f er er , ed., Com m entary on th e Rom e S tatute
of th e I nternational Crim inal Court: Ov ers erv ers ’ Notes , Artic le by 
Artic le
(Baden-Baden: N omos V er l agsgesel l sc haf t), p. 261 .

[1 7 6] Common
A r ti c l e 3 to the Genev a Conv enti ons.

[1 7 7 ] Thi s
ac c ount i s b ased on Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th ei ght r el ati v es of the
v i c ti ms, many of them w i tnesses, as w el l as a r ev i ew of v i deos of the
tw o
sur v i v or s, v i deos and photogr aphs of the sc ene i mmedi atel y af ter the str i k e,
and i nter v i ew s w i th 1 2 Yemeni jour nal i sts, pol i ti c al and sec ur i ty anal y sts and
human r i ghts ac ti v i sts. The i nter v i ew s took pl ac e i n Sanaa i n Oc tob er 201 2 and
A pr i l 201 3. Human Ri ghts W atc h’s pr el i mi nar y f i ndi ngs w er e pub l i shed i n
Dec emb er 201 2; see Letta Tay l er , “A natomy of an A i r Str i k e Gone
W r ong,” Foreignpolic y .c om , Dec emb er 26, 201 2,
http://w w w .hr w .or g/new s/201 2/1 2/26/anatomy -ai r -attac k -gone-w r ong.

[1 7 8]
El ev en passenger s di ed i mmedi atel y and a 1 2th passenger di ed sev er al day s l ater 
f r om hi s i njur i es.

[1 7 9]
See, e.g., “U .S. dr one k i l l s f i v e suspec ted mi l i tants i n Yemen,”
Reuter s, Septemb er 2, 201 2, http://uk .r euter s.c om/ar ti c l e/201 2/09/02/uk -y emen-v i ol enc ei dU KBRE881 06O201 20902
(ac c essed A ugust 30, 201 3).

[1 80]
“Pr esi dent Hadi di r ec ts to i nv esti gate ov er Bai dah i nc i dent,” Sab a
new s, Septemb er 5, 201 2, http://w w w .sab anew s.net/en/new s27 9858.htm
(ac c essed
A ugust 30. 201 3).

[1 81 ]
See, e.g., “U .S. dr one str i k e k i l l s 1 3 c i v i l i ans i n c entr al Yemen:
of f i c i al .” Xi nhua N ew s, http://new s.x i nhuanet.c om/engl i sh/w or l d/201 209/02/c _1 31 823003.htm
(ac c essed A ugust 30, 201 3).

[1 82]
See, e.g., Isab el Col es, “Isl ami st mi l i tants qui t c aptur ed Yemeni 
tow n,” Reuter s, Januar y 25, 201 2, http://w w w .r euter s.c om/ar ti c l e/201 2/01 /25/us-y emenmi l i tants-i dU STRE80O0K0201 201 25
(ac c essed A ugust 30,201 3).

[1 83]Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th ei ght r esi dents of 
Sab ool and Humay dah w ho w er e w i tnesses or r el ati v es of those k i l l ed, Sanaa,
Oc tob er 4 and 6,
201 2, and A pr i l 23 and 27 , 201 3.

[1 84]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Sami al -Ezzi , Sanaa, Oc tob er 4, 201 2.

[1 85]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th ei ght r esi dents of Sab ool and Humay dah w ho
w er e w i tnesses or r el ati v es of those k i l l ed, Oc tob er 4 and 6, 201 2, and
A pr i l 
23 and 27 , 201 3. Human Ri ghts W atc h al so r ev i ew ed sev er al v i deos and photos of 
the af ter math that w e c onf i r med w er e f r om the si te.

[1 86]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th N aw af Massoud A w adh, Sanaa, Oc tob er 6, 201 2.

[1 87 ]
Copi es of v i deos on f i l e w i th Human Ri ghts W atc h.

[1 88]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th thr ee r esi dents of Sab ool and Humay dah
i nc l udi ng Sal eh Saad A ti q, a Humay dah v i l l age l eader , Sanaa, A pr i l 27 , 201 3.

[1 89]
Ib i d.

[1 90]
See, e.g., Iona Cr ai g, “Yemen Tr i b esmen Repor tedl y i n A ngr y Pr otest Ov er 
Dr one Campai gn,” Tim es of London, Januar y 5, 201 3,
http://w w w .theti mes.c o.uk /tto/new s/w or l d/mi ddl eeast/ar ti c l e3648934.ec e
(ac c essed Januar y 5, 201 3).

[1 91 ]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th Yemeni gov er nment of f i c i al , Septemb er 201 3.

[1 92]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th ei ght sour c es i nc l udi ng W ester n sec ur i ty 
ex per ts, Yemeni pol i ti c al anal y sts, Yemeni jour nal i sts and w ester n
jour nal i sts,
Sanaa, A pr i l -May 201 3.

[1 93]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew w i th A b d al -Razzaq al -Jamal , Sanaa, May 8, 201 3.

[1 94]
Human Ri ghts W atc h i nter v i ew s w i th sec ur i ty anal y sts i nc l udi ng N ab i l al -Bok ai r i 
of the Sanaa-b ased A r ab Studi es Center . Tar i q al -Dahab ’s f ac ti on
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